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Investing in farmland is one of the most important decisions that

farmers face in their lifetimes. Usually, large amounts of debt are

required to purchase a substantial tract of land, thereby reducing the

farmer's liquidity position and future borrowing capacity. Fixed debt

commitments must be met by highly variable future farm income. Vari-

able cash flows are the most critical in the first three to five years

after the land purchase. After that time, the financial position has

improved as a result of the principal payments and possible apprecia-

tion in the value of new and existing land holdings. An incorrect de-

cision in purchasing land may result in prolonged cash flow problems

and force partial liquidation or possibly bankruptcy.

Oregon farmers want to know how much can be paid for land con-

sidering their objectives relating to the return they desire on their

investment and the risk they are willing to accept that debt can be

serviced after the proposed farm expansion. Two models were developed

in this study. The first is a net present value model to determine
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the effect of critical variables on the maximum economically feasible

price that can be paid for farmland. The second model developed for

this study is a risk analysis model to evaluate the decision maker's

ability to meet fixed debt payments and other cash commitments given

probability distributions for prices and yields

The net present value of an acre of land is determined by summing

the discounted cash flows after taxes over the planning horizon for

the tract to be purchased. Whole firm analysis, or direct comparison

between present and proposed expanded operation, is used to determine

the exact effects of tax consequences associated with the land pur-

chase. The discount factor used is the desired after-tax rate of

return on equity capital. The model considers the case where the

planning horizon is shorter in years than the loan repayment period.

The risk model determines gross farm income, which consists of

product prices and yields, stochastically using triangular probabili-

ty distributions. Operating expenses, amortization payments for term

debt, net capital purchases associated with depreciable items, living

expenses and withdrawals, and all taxes are subtracted from gross re-

ceipts to determine yearly cash flow. Items given in the output in-

dude the low cash balance at the end of the number of years for which

the program was run, the probability of a negative cash balance oc-

curring, and the probability of financial failure.

The models were applied to two case farm studies in Sherman and

Marion Counties. Empirical results of these case studies indicate

that given current production costs and gross farm receipts, farmland



must continue to appreciate at an annual compound rate of 9 percent

for the duration of the planning horizon to justify current land

prices. Other variables having a sizable impact on the net present

value include gross receipts and operating expenses for the newly

purchased tract, the purchase price, and the discount factor

Decision makers who own their farm operations and have low pre-

vious debt commitments are the most capable of generating adequate

cash flows. Farmers who have large amounts of debt outstanding and

who lease portions of their operation may have problems generating

a positive cash balance within four years after the purchase What

farmers pay for land is influenced by the amount of risk that they

are willing to take.
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EVALUATING THE FINANCIAL RISK INVOLVED IN
FARMLAND INVESTMENT DECISIONS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem

The land investment decision is one of the most crucial business

decisions farmers make in their lifetimes. The decision is particularly

important in terms of its impact on the profitability, financing, and

risk of the farm business. In most cases, large amounts of debt capi-

tal are involved, the firm's liquidity is reduced, and financial re-

serves are used, therefore limiting the producer's financial manage-

ment prerogatives.

The infrequency with which most farmers purchase land makes ef-

fective decision-making more difficult yet. Investment experience in

farmland is thus limited. On the average, a particular tract of farm-

land will be sold about once every 25 years [601. Therefore, the sale

of a nearby piece of land may put the decision maker in a precarious

position. The farmer may not be financially capable of purchasing

the land at that point in time. However, a foregone opportunity to

purchase the land may be the last chance.

Agricultural producers invest in land for numerous reasons. They

may wish to increase their income and net worth. Investments in farm-

land may be made in order to more fully utilize the firm's management

and/or machinery, or as a hedge against inflation by benefiting from



increasing land values. Pride of ownership is another reason to invest.

Whatever the reason, large capital investment decisions are not easily

altered. An error in decision making will result in prolonged cash

flow problems, may force partial liquidation of the firm and possibly

bankruptcy. These investment decisions are further complicated because

fixed repayment responsibilities must be met by highly variable future

farm income.

The Situation

The land purchase problem has been complicated by several factors.

One is the rapid increase in land values in recent years. Table 1

lists the average value per acre of land and buildings in Oregon.

Land prices in Oregon have risen nearly 200 percent in the past fifteen

years. Furthermore, the increase was nearly $100 per acre from 1973 to

1978.

Another factor influencing long-term capital asset investment is

the small and variable profit margins in agriculture. Net farm income

for Oregon after inventory adjustments is listed in Table 2 in nominal

dollars. FarmersT captured $411.1 million of profit in 1974 while

making less than one-third of that three years later (1977). Profits

rebounded to over $300 million in 1978. Regardless of the level of

farm income, the fixed commitment to land must still be paid. The re-

lationship between land values and net farm income is depicted graphi-

cally in Figure 1. The disparity between them has been growing in

recent years.
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TABLE 1. Average Value Per Acre of Land and Buildings
for Oregon, 1955-78 a!

Annual
Percentage

Year $ Value Change

1955 79
1.27

1956 80
3.75

1957 83
2.41

1958 85
3.53

1959 88
0

1960 88
2.27

1961 90
4.44

1962 94
8.51

1963 102
5.88

1964 108
6.48

1965 115
5.22

1966 121
5.79

1967 128
4.69

1968 134
6.72

1969 143
4.90

1970 150
10.67

1971 166
11.45

1972 185
10.27

1973 204
14.22

1974 233
6.87

1975 249
6.02

1976 264
5.30

1977 278

1978 303
8.99

a!
- Index of Real Estate Values.

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture. Farm Real
Estate Market Developments. Various issues,

Washington, D.C.
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TABLE 2. Net Farm Income After Inventory
Adjustments in Millions of Dol-
lars for Oregon, 1955-78 a/

Year $ Value

1955 142.8

1956 157.8

1957 132.5

1958 137.0

1959 134.2

1960 130.2

1961 116.4

1962 118.6

1963 102.7

1964 83.2

1965 109.8

1966 145.2

1967 133.4

1968 123.3

1969 159.2

1970 140.8

1971 131.9

1972 192.7

1973 :550.7

1974 411.1

1975 274.9

1976 239.8

1977 135.4

1978 309.8

Index of Net Farm Income.

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture.
State Farm Income Statistics.
Supplement to Statistical Bulle-
tin No. 627, Washington, D.C.,
October 1979.
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Figure 1. Trends in Land Values and Net Farm Income, Oregon, 1955-78.



Terms of financing have also changed dramatically in the past few

years. Table 3 and Figure 2 give the average interest rates on new

loans as charged by the Spokane Federal Land Bank District. These

interest rates steadily increased throughout the 1960's and early

1970's and have appeared to level off somewhat in more recent years.

However, as of April 1, 1980, the Spokane Federal Land Bank raised the

interest rate on new loans to 10½ percent. These increases in interest

rates pose a major concern to borrowers and lenders alike.

Approaches to Analyzing Land Values

Willett and Wirth (1978) suggest that farmers should consider at

least four factors before making a land investment: (1) the market

price of the land; (2) the economic value of the land to their business

in terms of annual returns, liquidation, and equity build-up; (3)

various financing constraints (including the financial feasibility of

the proposed purchase in terms of cash flow); and (4) risk of financial

loss. The market price of the land is based on recent sales of com-

parable land, while the actual purchase price is not determined until

the land has been sold. The latter three are subject to a high degree

of uncertainty.

The value of farm real estate may be determined by several factors.

Physical characteristics, such as topography, soils, and buildings and

improvements can have a major impact on real estate valuations. The

location of the tract of land, climate, and regional community factors

can make a difference as well. Aesthetic factors such as scenic views
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TABLE 3. Spokane Federal Land Bank District
Average Interest Rate on New Loans

Date Interest RateW

August 1959

April 1961

June 1966

December 1967

December 1968

March 1969

January 1970

March 1971

March 1972

August 1973

October 1973

July 1974

November 1974

July 1976

December 1976

October 1978

January 1979

December 1979

April 1980

6.00

5.50

6.00

6.75

7.00

7.50

8.50

7.75

7.25

7.50

8.00

8.50

9.00

8.75

8.50

8.75

9.25

9.75

10.50

The rate listed above is the effective billing
rate that borrowers would pay. However, the an-
nual percentage rate (APR) will be somewhat higher
due to: 1) a 1% loan fee for membership into the
Association, 2) a 3% bank fee, and 3) a 5% stock
purchase requirement.

Source: Spokane Federal Land Bank. Personal conver-
sation with staff personnel, April 1980.
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can also affect land values. Economic factors--namely returns to in-

vestment--also have a large impact on determining land values.

Two basic approaches have been used in prior land investment re-

search. Lee and Rask (1976) and Willett and Wirth (1978) used capital

budgeting approaches based on cash flow projections using single valued

expectations to assess the economic value of land. However, current

farm and economic conditions make the assumption of perfect knowledge

of product prices and yields very unacceptable. Hardin (1978) used

computer simulation to analyze the land purchase decision. This ap-

proach does allow the issue of risk to be addressed but poses some

problems in that data requirements are quite extensive and difficult

for farmers to fulfill.

The risk involved in the land investment decision primarily in-

volves the variability of cash flows that are required to meet the

added debt service requirements as well as other cash conunitnients re-

sulting from the land purchase. Cash flow for the farm firm is in-

variably difficult to project. Crop yields are subject to weather,

insects, and plant diseases, while product prices may be influenced

by both domestic and foreign demand, inventory surpluses and shortages,

as well as government; farm and food programs, and yields. Future cash

flows are also affected bygeneral price inflation and increasing: farm

production costs, factors which are subject to a high degree of varia-

t ion.

Variable cash flows are the most critical in the first five years

after the land has been purchased. Immediately after a land purchase,
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the liquidity position of the firm is weakened in terms of cash re-

serves, and borrowing capacity is probably reduced. After the first

five years, the equity in the new land purchases, as well as present

land holdings, will have increased through principal payments and pos-

sible appreciation. At this point, both new and existing land could

be used as a base for additional borrowing, thus relieving the more

critical debt burden faced in the early years of the land purchase.

Research Scope

A method of realistically assessing risk with limited but yet

adequate data requirements is needed in land investment decision

making. This method could help farmers assess their sources of risk

when used in an Extension setting.

The programmable hand-held calculator represents a low-cost and

efficient method of conveying quantitative information to Extension

clientele. The greatest advantage, however, is probably the porta-

bility of the calculator in that it can be taken from the university

campus directly to the clientele.

The recent development of programmable calculators has greatly

improved the effectiveness of Extension economists. However, at this

time, no program exists for farmland investment decision making that

allows for risk to be properly assessed. The Extension economist is

therefore faced with the problem of providing a realistic decision-

making tool while staying within the storage and programming space

limitations of the calculator.
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The specific objectives of this study are the following:

1) To develop a framework for analyzing the returns

and financial risk associated with farm investment

decisions.

2) To identify the critical variables affecting the

outcomes of land purchase decisions for two case

farm situations in Oregon.

3) To analyze and interpret what effects these critical

variables have on what farmers can pay for land

in these situations.
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CHAPTER II

NET PRESENT VALUE ANALYSIS

Agricultural decision makers considering farm land investment op-

portunities are faced with the question, "How much is the land worth to

my particular business?" A method is needed to analyze capital invest-

inent alternatives that will consider the tax effects of the farmer's

present operation-li and the expanded operation. This method will

project cash flows over the decision maker's planning horizon and

should realistically incorporate the risk and uncertainty-1 associated

with the farm business.

This chapter will present some capital budgeting techniques as

they apply to evaluating farm land investment decisions. A brief re-

view of literature will follow, with some recent capital budgeting ap-

proaches critiqued, drawing on strengths and weaknesses of each.

Finally, an alternative model will be presented for determining farm

land values for the individual decision maker.

Theoretical Considerations

Hopkin, Barry, and Baker (1973) state that capital budgeting con-

sists of a sequential number of steps that provide relevant information

Present operation is used to denote the current farm business
before the proposed add-on.

Expanded operation is used to denote the current farm business
plus the proposed add-on.

The terms risk and uncertainty will be used interchangably
throughout this thesis.
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for evaluating financial investments. Hopkin, et. al., suggest that the

decision maker must identify the investment alternatives, measure the

returns associated with each, and select economic decision criteria.

Four methods are discussed for evaluating capital investment alterna-

tives: 1) simple rate of return, 2) payback period, 3) present value

method, and 4) internal rate of return.

The simple rate of return method is frequently used by agricultural

managers and is commonly computed by the formula:

R=f (2.1)

where: Y = the average annual after-tax earnings, minus depre-
ciation, projected from the new investment,

I = the total capital outlay required for the investment,

R = the average annual rate of return.

This method expresses yearly net receipts as a percentage of the total

investment. Individual investments are ranked according to the rela-

tive sizes of the annual rate of return and judged as to profitability

by comparison with the investor's required rate of return.

The payback period method estimates the length of time necessary

to return the original investment. The formula is as follows:

(2.2)

where: I = the total capital outlay for the investment,

E = the additional projected cash flow per period re-
sulting from the investment,

P = the payback period.
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Individual investments are ranked according to their relative payback

periods, with the shortest being the most desirable. The primary dis-

advantage to this method is that it does not account for returns to the

investment after the investment outlay has been recovered. A major

drawback to both the payback period and simple rate of return methods

is the failure to consider the time value of money.

The present value method does take into account that one dollar

today is worth more than one dollar to be received at a future point

in time. This idea is accepted, because we can invest the dollar we

have today and have it yield an amount to make it worth more at a later

date. The formula for compounding is as follows:

FV = A(l+r)N

where: FV = future value,

A = amount invested today,

r = interest rate,

N = number of years.

The formula for discounting is as follows:

A
N

(l+r)

where: PV = the value today,

A = amount invested,

r = interest rate,

N = number of years.

(2.3)

(2.4)
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Aplin, Casler, and Francis (1977) list four steps in evaluating an

investment via the net present value method.

1) determine the discount rate,

2) calculate cash inflows and discount them accordingly,

3) calculate and discount cash outlays, and

4) determine net present value of the outlays from the present
value of the cash inflows.

The following formula expresses the net present value method:

A1 A2 A S
NPV = - + + - (2.5)

21+r (1r) (l+r) (l+r)

where: NPV = net value of the proposed investment,

A. = net cash inflows after taxes in years 1, 2, ", n,

r = discount rate,

n = expected economic life of the investment, and

S = salvage value of the asset in year n.

The size and sign of an investlnentts present value determine its

ranking and acceptability. The decision maker should accept all inde-

pendent investments that have a positive net present value and reject

those independent projects that have a negative net present value. If

an investment has a net present value that equals zero, this suggests

that if the decision maker negotiates the investment, he will receive

a rate of return which is the minimum allowable to make the project

profitable.

The internal rate of return (IRR), like the net present value

method, incorporates discounted cash flows. Unlike the net present
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value method, however, the IRR sets the NPV equation equal to zero and

solves for the discount rate. In this way, the investor can determine

the maximum rate of interest that could be paid and break even. In-

vestments are ranked and accepted or rejected on the basis of their

internal-rates-of-return, with the largest being favored. One disad-

vantage of the IRR method is that it assumes that net cash flows can

be reinvested to earn the same rate as internal rate of return of the

project under consideration. The net present value method assumes that

net cash flows are reinvested at the firm's discount rate. In this re-

gard, the net present value is desirable because it may not be possible

to reinvest excess funds that yield the internal rate of return.

Up to this point, discussion has been confined to capital bud-

geting techniques with known certainty. Several methods currently

exist for incorporating risk in capital investment decisions. Aplin,

et. al., (1977) discuss adjusting the discount rate for introducing

risk into the net present value method. The approach suggests adding

a risk premium to the discount rate, thereby increasing the value of

the original discount rate. Increasing the discount rate has the ef-

fect of reducing the net present value, ceteris paribus. Therefore,

increasing the discount factor with an allowance for risk has the ef-

fect of reducing the net present value for risky investments relative

to investments that are less risky. Hopkin, et. al, (1973), however,

correctly point out the major disadvantage of the risk adjusted dis-

count rate. This method implies that risk increases exponentially

over time, even when the discount rate is constant. This is contrary

to the usual case of agricultural land investments, where the greatest
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risk is normally incurred in the earlier years rather than in the later

years.

Hopkin, et. al., (1973) also discuss the certainty-equivalent

method of incorporating risk in capital budgeting. This method allows

the discount rate to reflect only the time preference of money and not

variations in risk. The formula is as follows:

F1(A1) F2(A2) F (A) F (S)
NPV= + nn

(2.6)
2l+r (l+r) (l+r) (l+r)

where: NPV = net present value of the proposed investment,

A. = net cash inflows after taxes in years 1,
2, ' , n,

r = discount rate,

n = expected economic life of the investment,

S salvage value of the asset in year n, and

F1 = risk adjustment factor.

Each risk adjustment factor (F.) can be specified for each annual net

cash flow to indicate the relative degree of risk. The value of each

F. ranges from zero to 1.0 and varies inversely with the net present

value equation. As with the discount rate adjustment method, the rela-

tive degree of risk involved is measured by differences in the net pre-

sent value for each investment.

Review of Literature

The traditional income-capitalization formula used for determining

the value of farmland is represented by:



R R R
v + +... +

(l+r) (l+r) 2 (l+r)

where: V present value of the property,

R estimated annual receipts from property,

r discount rate.

The income-capitalization formula reduces to:

R
r'

(2.7)

(2.8)

if three conditions are met: 1) R is constant over time, 2) r is con-

stant over time, and 3) an infinite or very long planning horizon is

considered. For example, if annual net receipts of $100 are discounted

at 10 percent, the present value would equal $1000 per acre. However,

there are several shortcomings of this model:

1) there is no provision for increases in the net returns
to land,

2) the appreciation of land values over time is not included,

3) there is no account for possible differences in the
purchaser's opportunity cost of capital and the cost

of borrowed money,

4) there is no allowance for the terms of financing, and

5) income tax effects are frequently overlooked.

Crowley (1974), expounding on some of the above disadvantages of

the income-capitalization formula, discusses some common misuses of the

formula. During periods of increasing net receipts, the value of land

is understated, and therefore the discounted rate (r) is also under-

stated. Likewise, an expected increase in the value of a property will

understate the value obtained from the formula.
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Lee and Rask (1976) have developed a model that relaxes some of

the above restrictions. A capital budgeting decision model is used to

evaluate the maximum price a decision maker could pay for land. Varying

assumptions about the future are made in this approach. The variables

required are:

- the average price per acre of recent sales of
comparable parcels in the area,

CC - the after-tax opportuiiity cost of total capital,

n - the buyer's planning horizon in years,

ANI - the expected annual net returns per acre before taxes,

GNI - the expected annual rate of growth in annual net
returns per acre,

MTR - the buyer's marginal income tax rate (combined
federal and state tax rate based on estimated taxable
income after the parcel is purchased),

DP - the proportion of the purchase price paid down,

IR - the nominal rate of interest charged on the mortgage
loan,

t - the amortization period on the loan,

INF - the expected annual rate of inflation in land values,

T* - the tax rate that will apply to capital gains income
in year n when the parcel is sold,

- the maximum bid price, given values for the preceding
11 variables.

A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine which variables have

the greatest effect on the maximum bid price (P*). The variables re-

lated to expected returns have the greatest effect. These three vari-

ables are: 1) AN1, the expected annual net cash income per acre before

taxes; 2) GNI, the expected annual rate of growth in annual net returns



per acre; and 3) INF, the expected annual rate of inflation in land

values.

Lee and Rask divide the approach into three basic sections. The

first is concerned with income received from the proposed tract of land

to be purchased. A projection is made for the expected annual net re-

turns per acre, but unlike the traditional income-capitalization for-

mula, income taxes are considered as well as an allowance for an annual

rate of growth in net receipts. The second section is concerned with

financing terms of the land purchase. The down payment is deducted,

and yearly interest payments are also deducted for tax credit. The

third area of the model recognizes that land values may change over

time, and a variable is included to reflect this. It is assumed that

the land will be sold at the end of the planning horizon, and an esti-

mation for capital gains taxes is considered.

Willett and Wirth (1978) have developed a similar capital bud-

geting model to determine the maximum bid price. The approach can be

easily calculated by hand, unlike the Lee and Rask model. Willett and

Wirth divide the model into the same three basic sections as proposed

by Lee and Rask. Rather than discounting for each annum, however,

Willett and Wirth use an annuity approach for both net receipts and

income tax savings. Willett and Wirth's model requires the following

data:

1) average annual before-tax gross receipts per rotation
year,

2) average annual before-tax costs per rotation acre,
except interest on new land debt,

3) marginal income tax rate on ordinary income,
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4) number of years in the farmer's planning horizon,

5) annual rate used to discount land rent; this rate
equals the farmer's required after-tax real rate of
return on land investment plus the annual rate of
general price inflation minus the annual rate of
change in land rent,

6) average amount of interest paid per year during
the land loan repayment period,

7) number of years in the repayment period of the loan
used to finance the land acquisition,

8) contractual rate of interest on land loan,

9) annual rate used to discount income tax benefits
from deductible interest payments and after-tax
value of land at the end of the planning horizon;
this rate equals the investor's required after-tax
real rate of return plus the annual rate of general
price inflation,

10) price per acre received for recent sales of com-
parable land, i.e., market price,

11) annual rate of change in market price of land,

12) income tax rate on capital gains.

Willett and Wirth list guidelines in determining an appropriate

required rate of return. The first is that the rate of return should

be at least as high as the after-tax cost of debt capital used to fi-

nance the land purchase. The after-tax cost of debt is calculated as

follows:

ACO = EBI * (l-rrR) (2.9)

where: ACD - after tax cost of debt,

EBI - effective before-tax interest rate,

MTR - marginal tax rate.
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Equity capital is generally more costly than debt capital because the

risk is greater with equity. Because Willett and Wirth specify the

rate of return to be greater than debt capital, the figure they derive

at can be regarded as a "weighted" cost of capital.

Both approaches discussed above assume a constant marginal tax

rate (?fl'R) throughout the planning horizon. This assumption, however,

can lead to inaccurate estimations. Normally, the assumption of a

constant MR will tend to overstate income tax savings, thereby over-

stating the net present value. In the early years after the land pur-

chase, taxable income will be less, ceteris paribus, than in later

years due to the large outstanding debt and the resulting income tax

deductions. Because both models credit interest payments for income

tax savings on the land loan, the effect of a constant MTR will tend

to overstate the tax savings in the early years of the investment.

During the later years in the planning horizon, taxable income will

increase and therefore the marginal tax rate would increase. The

assumption of a Constant MTR will hence understate tax savings in the

later years. However, because later years are discounted more heavily

than early years, the net effect is to overstate income tax savings.

Before discussing some of the effects of interest tax savings,

it is first necessary to discuss the nature of amortized loans which

are characteristic of agricultural long-term debt. The method of loan

amortization requires a "level payment" each year, consisting of both

interest and capital. In the early years of the loan, the primary

portion of the payment is interest, while the principal portion will
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be relatively small. These roles reverse over the duration of the re-

payment period until the loan is totally repaid, and the outstanding

balance equals zero. Figure 3 illustrates this process.

Lee and Rask calculate yearly interest payments on an exact basis;

however, Willett and Wirth rely on the average amount of interest paid

yearly during the loan repayment period. Using an average interest

amount will have the effect of understating tax savings for the land

debt. Actual interest payments will be higher in the early years than

the average payment, thereby understating the actual amount of tax

savings. Interest tax savings are overstated in later years, but

since later years are discounted at a higher rate, the net effect is

to understate net tax savings, and therefore, understate the net pre-

sent value.

The two models also use a different method of handling the average

annual increase in net receipts. Lee and Rask calculate this amount on

an exact basis:

n

(1 + GNI)1

i=l
(1 + CC)'

Willett and Wirth use an approximation which is similar to:

1

+ (CC - GNI)]'

When considering the case where the opportunity cost of capital is

greater than the annual increase in net receipts, the Willett and Wirth

approach will understate the effect of the variable to include increases
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in net receipts. Willett and Wirth overstate the effect of the case

when the annual increase in net receipts is greater than the oppor-

tunity cost of capital.

Lee and Rask, and Willett and Wirth both make the limiting as-

sumption that the amortization loan period must be less than or equal

to (in number of years) the planning horizon. In some cases, this may

be unrealistic. For example, an older farmer may have only fifteen

years before retirement. If the land is financed with a twenty-year

loan, then the investment decision should be made considering these

factors explicitly.

Having made the above comparisons about the two models, it is now

possible to discuss the results that each yields. When considering a

land purchase using 100 percent equity capital and the annual increase

in net receipts equal to zero, the two models yield a result that is

identical. The two approaches do not yield the same response when

considering a partially debt financed land purchase. Because the

Willett and Wirth model understates interest tax savings, Lee and

Rask's approach will result in a higher maximum bid price. The com-

parative result of a land purchase that includes a measure for an in-

crease in annual net receipts depends on the relationship between this

variable and the opportunity cost of capital, as discussed earlier.

To illustrate the comparisons between the two models, four numeri-

cal examples were contrived. Although the models do not require

exactly the same input data, the example problems were adjusted ac-

cordingly to accommodate any possible differences. Tables 4 through 7

summarize data requirements for the respective examples.



TABLE 4. Required Data for Comparison of Lee-Rask
and Willett-Wirth Models -- Example 1

Data common to both models:

Market price of land 1,200

Number of years in planning horizon 25

Annual rate of growth in net returns 0

Buyer's marginal tax rate .32

Annual rate of inflation in land values .07

Capital gains tax rate .16

Down payment 1

Interest rate charged on mortgage loan .09

Amortization period on loan 25

Data unique to Lee and Rask model:

Net returns before taxes 53

Opportunity cost of capital .12

Data unique to Willett and Wirth model:

Before-tax gross receipts 162

Before-tax costs 109

Required after-tax rate of return .05

Annual general price inflation .07

I-
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TABLE 5. Required Data for Comparison of Lee-Rask and
Willett-Wirth Models -- Example 2

Data common to both models:

Market price of land 1,200

Number of years in planning horizon 25

Annual rate of growth in net returns .06

Buyer's marginal tax rate .32

Annual rate of inflation in land values .07

Capital gains tax rate .16

Down payment 1

Interest rate charged on mortgage loan .09

Amortization period on loan 25

Data unique to Lee and Rask model:

Net returns before taxes 53

Opportunity cost of capital .12

Data unique to Willett and Wirth model:

Before-tax gross receipts 162

Before-tax costs 109

Required after-tax rate of return .05

Annual general price inflation .07
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TABLE 6. Required Data for Comparison of Lee-Rask
and Willett-Wirth Models -- Example 3

Data common to both models:

Market price of land 1,200

Number of years in planning horizon 25

Annual rate of growth in net returns 0

Buyer's marginal tax rate .32

Annual rate of inflation in land values .07

Capital gains tax rate .16

Down payment .20

Interest rate charged on mortgage loan .09

Amortization period on loan 25

Data unique to Lee and Rask model:

Net returns before taxes 53

Opporrunity cost of capital .12

Data unique to Willett and Wirth model:

Before-tax gross receipts 162

Before-tax costs 109

Required after-tax rate of return .05

Annual general price inflation .07



TABLE 7. Required Data for Comparison of Lee-Rask and
Willett-Wirth Models Example 4

Data common to both models:

Market price of land

Number of years in planning horizon

Annual rate of growth in net returns

Buyer's marginal tax rate

Annual rate of inflation in land values

Capital gains tax rate

Down payment

Interest rate charged on mortgage loan

Amortization period on loan

Data unique to Lee and Rask model:

Net returns before taxes

Opportunity cost of capital

Data unique to Willett and Wirth model:

Before-tax gross receipts

Before tax costs

Required after-tax rate of return

Annual general price inflation

1,200

25

.06

.32

.07

.16

.20

.09

25

53

.12

162

109

.05

.07

29
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The maximum bid price given by example 1 is $610.22 for both mo-

dels. Example 2 differs from the first in that the increase in net

receipts equals .06. In this case, the Lee and Rask model yields a

result of $805, while the Willett and Wirth model yields $790. The

difference of $15 is due to the method that Willett and Wirth used to

handle the increase in net receipts. In this example, Willett and Wirth

understate the value of the maximum bid price. Example 3 is the same

as example 1 except that 80 percent of the land purchase is financed

with debt capital. The maximum bid price is $896 for Lee and Rask and

$698 for Willett and Wirth. This difference is due to the method of

handling interest tax savings as previously discussed. Example 4 in-

cludes the use of debt capital and an amount to increase net receipts.

The Lee and Rask model yielded $1,183, while Willett and Wirths re-

sponded with $903. The difference between the two are for the same

reasons as with examples 2 and 3. The magnitude, however, is corn-

poundedly increased.

Hardin (1978) stresses the importance of whole firm versus corn-

parative analysis in evaluating the capital investment decisions. In

partial analysis, a marginal tax rate is estimated and assumed to be

constant. Whole firm analysis, on the other hand, examines the firm

before and after the proposed investment. This method allows for pre-

cise measures of annual interest payments and income tax savings.

In this respect, whole firm analysis is superior. The primary disad-

vantage of this method is the relatively larger amounts of data re-

quirements that are necessary to compare the existing and proposed

operating units.
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The three models by Lee and Rask (1976), Willett and Wirth (1978),

and Hardin (1978) provide an excellent framework from which to build

a capital investment analysis model. The proposed model should con-

sider all tax effects of the proposed investment and be capable of

handling the case when the planning horizon is shorter, in years, than

the loan repayment period.

The Model

The major purpose of the proposed model is to calculate one

value, the net present value for one acre of farm land. The model

will be programmed on a Hewlett-Packard 41C prograimnable calculator

and can easily be adapted to problems faced in an Extension setting.

Direct comparison of the present farm business and the proposed ex-

panded operation are made in order to determine the effect of the

investment on the present farm operation.

Not unlike the models presented by Lee and Rask (1976), and Willett

and Wirth (1978), the approach taken here will include three basic sec-

tions. They are the inclusion of net receipts after income taxes, tax

savings resulting from interest on the outstanding debt, and the market

value of the land at the end of the planning horizon. More specifical-

ly, the proposed approach is to account for net receipts per acre of the

add-on purchase, with an allowance appropriated for an annual change

(in net receipts). Income taxes will be calculated on an exact basis,
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rather than using a constant MTR approximation. Yearly interest pay-

ments are calculated and deducted for tax purposes. Allowances for ap-

predation in land values are considered to determine the market value

of the proposed add-on at the end of the planning horizon.

The formula for the net present value model is:

N NCF. (MKL*AR) OLBN
NPV = -DP + TE

1

+ N
(2.10)

i=l (l+DF)1 (l+DF)

and each:

NCF. = (AR)(AGR-AOE-ADE-AOC)(lINR)1 - CHT1 - APN1 (2.11)

where:

NPV - net present value of one acre of the proposed add-on,

DP - down payment for add-on in dollars,

N - number of years in the planning horizon,

NCF. - net cash flow for each year in the planning horizon,

DF - relevant discount factor,

MKLN - market value per acre of the proposed add-on at the end
of the planning horizon,

AR - number of acres in the add-on,

OLBN - outstanding loan balance of the debt for the add-on at the
end of the planning horizon,

AGR - average annual gross receipts per acre for the add-on,

AOE - average annual operating expenses per acre for the add-
on,

ADE - average annual reserve for depreciation per acre for the
add-on,
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AOC - average annual opportunity costs for labor and capital
per acre for the add-on,

INR - average annual expected increase (or decrease) in net
farm receipts,

- total change in taxes for each year in the planning
horizon--equal to total tax for proposed expanded
business minus total tax for the current business,

APN. - amortization payment of the debt for the add-on
1

(includes interest and principal).

The down payment of the add-on purchase is subtracted because it

represents a direct cash outlay. This amount is not discounted as it

occurs at the beginning of the planning horizon, or in capital budgeting

language, in year zero.

The market value of the land at the end of the planning horizon is

added to the net present value and discounted by N years. It is cal-

culated by:

MKLN = MKT(I+ILV)1'

where:

(2.12)

MKT - market value in dollars per acre of the add-on tract
when the land is purchased,

ILV - average annual expected increase (or decrease) in
land values.

An average annual change in farmland values (ILV) is included to recog-

nize that land values may change over time. Land vaiues in the United

States have historically increased.

In order to obtain the net value of the purchased land at the end

of the planning horizon, the outstanding balance of the loan (OLBN) is
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subtracted from the total market value and discounted by N years. For

cases where the number of years in the planning horizon (N) is greater

than or equal to the number of years in the loan repayment period (L),

the outstanding balance will be equal to zero.

The net cash flow for each year (NCF.) is discounted annually by

the discount factor (DF). The relevant discount factor (also referred

to as the discount rate and the required rate of return) is determined

by considering the real opportunity cost of capital. Because of the

nature of the capital structure of the farm firm, return to equity ca-

pital will be considered rather than using a weighted cost of capital

approach. In general, decision makers can more easily identify with

returns to their equity capital rather than a return to a weighted cost

approach that considers both debt and equity capital. Expected general

inflationary trends must be added to the real return to equity capital

figure in order to obtain a discount factor rate of return. As a gener-

al rule, the discount factor should be greater than the interest rate

paid on the land debt (Aplin, et. al., 1977). Otherwise, the decision

maker will be paying a higher rate for debt capital than they will re-

ceive as return on their equity investment.

Each yearly net cash flow is computed by subtracting costs from

total revenue for the proposed add-on, then multiplying this figure

times an allowance for annual increases to net farm receipts, and then

subtracting the amortized payment for the land debt and also subtracting

the resulting change in total taxes (total tax for expanded business
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minus total tax for present business). The following discussion will

begin, with the receipts and costs for the add-on.

Gross receipts per acre are obtained using real and trended prices

and yields. The prices and yields are assumed to be for an average

year, given the historical time series. Operating expenses for the

add-on are obtained through enterprise budgets and deducted from gross

receipts. Interest expenses for the land debt are excluded from oper-

ating expenses and are taken into account with the amortization payment.

An average depreciation figure per acre is obtained, again from enter-

prise cost studies, and is subtracted. The depreciation, although it

is not a direct cash expense, represents an average yearly amount that

the decision maker would incur by the additional machinery purchases that

would be necessary to operate the expanded operation. The third amount

to be subtracted from gross receipts is a variable defined as additional

opportunity costs (AOC). This variable is composed of two parts--wages

to operator labor and interest on equity capital. Compensation is

made to the operator labor that is incurred on the add-on, viewing

it in the opportunity cost sense, and to any equity capital the farmer

employs on the new tract of 'land.. such as that required to finance addi-

tional machinery requirements.

Gross receipts less operating costs, added depreciation, and an op-

portunity cost figure yields net receipts per acre for the proposed

add-on. Multiplying by the number of acres for the add-on yields total

net receipts for the new tract. Total net receipts is then multiplied

by an allowance for an average annual change in net receipts (INR).



This annual allowance recognizes that net farm income may change over

time.
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The next step in determining yearly net cash flows for the add-on

is to subtract the amortized payment from the adjusted net receipts.

The payment (APN), consisting of both principlal and interest for the

new debt, is a direct cash payment resulting from the land purchase.

The amortization payment is calculated as follows:

APN = 7 INT
\BLB (2.13)

Il- 1

\ (1+INTY

where: INT - the rate of interest charged on the amortized
loan,

SLB - beginning loan balance for the new debt,

L - number of years in the repayment period.

The beginning balance is calculated by:

BLB = (pp * AR) - DP (2.14)

where: PP - purchase price per acre for the add-on.

The yearly net cash flow is then obtained by subtracting the

change in total taxes, which results from total taxes for the proposed

expanded operation minus total taxes for the current farm business.

The change in taxes (CHT) is calculated in the following manner:

(GRP - OEP - DEP)(l + INR)' - lED1- LX = TIP1 (2.15)

SETP. + FTP. + STP. = TTP. (2.16)
1 1 1 1



(GRE - OEE - DEE)(1 + INR)' - lED. - IND. - EX = TIE1 (2.17)

SETE. + FTB. + STE. = TTE.
1 1 1 1

TTE. - TTP. = CHT.
1. 1 1

where:

(2.18)

(2.19)

GRP - average annual gross receipts for the present operation,

OEP - average annual operating expenses for the present opera-
tion,

DEP - average annual depreciation for the present operation,

lED1 - annual interest payment on existing debt,

TIP1 - taxable income for the present operation,

SETP. - self-employment tax for the present operation,

FTP1 - federal tax for the present operation,

STP - state tax for the present operation,

GRE - average annual gross receipts for the expanded operation,

OEE - average annual operating expenses for the expanded opera-
t ion,

DEE - average annual depreciation for the expanded operation,

IND - annual interest payment on new debt,

EX - personal exemptions,

TIE. - taxable income for the expanded operation,

SETP1 - self-employment tax for the expanded operation,

FTE - federal tax for the expanded operation,

STE1 - state tax for the expanded operation,



TTE. - total tax for the expanded operation,

TTP1 - total tax for the present operation,

CHT. - change in total taxes in year i

where:

GRE = GRP + (AGR * (2.20)

OEE = OEP + (AOE * AR) (2.21)

DEE = DEP + (ADE * AJ) (2.22)

EX = ND * 1,000 (2.23)

SETP.= f(TIP.) (2.24)

FTP. = f(TIP.) (2.25)

STP. = f(TIP.,FTP.) (2. 26)

SETE. f(TIE.) (2.27)

FTh. = f(TIE.) (2.28)

STE. = f(TIE.,FTE.) (2.29)

where:

ND - number of dependents claimed.

Interest payments each annum are calculated for both existing debt

and the new debt and are treated as a direct tax deduction. The interest

payment for the new loan, however, is only deducted for the expanded

business.
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The model assumes that the add-on tract will be sold at the end of

the planning horizon. At this time, capital gains taxes will be con-

sidered for the expanded operation only. Capital gains taxable income

is added to taxable income (TIE) in year N and is calculated in the fol-

lowing manner:

CGTI = (MLVN - PP) * *

where:

CGTI - capital gains taxable income in year N.

(2.30)

Although it is not a requirement for the decision maker to sell the land

at the end of the planning horizon, including this measure will indi-

cate its impact on the net present value if the fanner did choose to

liquidate the investment. Given the income averaging possibilities to-

day, this treatment of capital gains will probably overstate the tax,

therefore yielding a conservative estimate of the net present value.

Given the method for calculating the change in total taxes, the

decision maker faces a larger tax payment if expanded operation taxes

are greater than taxes for the present business. However, immediately

after a land purchase, large amounts of outstanding debt result in large

interest expenses, thereby decreasing taxable income for the expanded

business. Conceivably, the interest expense for the new debt could be

greater than the additional net receipts in the early years of the

planning horizon, thus yielding a change in taxes with a negative sign.

Because this amount is subtracted from net receipts for the add-on,

the above scenario would result in a net tax savings to the investor
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which would increase the net cash flow for that year. It is important

to note that since early years in the planning horizon are not discounted

as heavily as are later years, a possible tax savings would have a rela-

tively larger impact on the net present value. Regardless of the mi-

tial sign of the total change in taxes, this amount will steadily grow

larger over time.

Benefits accruing from investment tax credit are not considered in

the proposed model. Therefore, in cases where depreciable items are

included in the analysis, the net present value will be understated.
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CHAPTER III

RISK ANALYSIS

Analyzing a capital investment alternative is not complete by con-

sidering the net present value of the proposed investment alone. A net

present value of greater than zero, a desirable characteristic as de-

scribed in the previous chapter, will not ensure that the decision maker

can meet the long-term debt payments associated with the land purchase.

For this reason, agricultural decision makers must address the question,

"What are my repayment capabilities?"

Long-term fixed commitments must be met by variable farm income

that is subject to a high degree of risk and uncertainty. Current agri-

cultural and economic conditions make the assumption of perfect know-

ledge of product prices and yields highly artificial. A method of pro-

jecting cash flows over time is needed that incorporates the risk asso-

ciated with agricultural production.

This chapter will contain four basic sections. The first will

contain a brief review of literature to be followed by some theoretical

considerations for the triangular probability distribution. A general

description of a proposed alternative model will follow, and the chap-

ter will conclude with a basic data development section.

Review of Literature

Jones (1972) utilized simulation techniques as a plan of action for

corporations faced with risky decisions. The primary purpose was to
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determine what the effect of alternative actions would be. Jones refers

to this method as a "look before you leap" philosophy.

Hertz (1979) also used computer simulation to quantify risk in capi-

tal investment decisions. Three basic steps are prescribed. First, each

significant factor affecting costs and returns is identified. The range

of values for each factor is estimated as well as the likelihood of

occurrence of each value. Second, one value is selected at random from

each factor and combined with a value for all of the factors. This pro-

cess is continually repeated to determine the probability of occurrence

for each possible rate of return. The average expectation is the aver-

age of the values of all outcomes weighted by the chances of each oc-

curring.

Sprow (1967) states three desirable characteristics that a proba-

bility distribution should possess. The first is that the function con-

tain parameters that the decision maker is familiar with and be com-

pletely defined by the estimates. The second states that the function

should be capable of being skewed by the economic estimates. Finally,

the distribution should be amenable to mathematical analysis. Sprow

used the triangular distribution to evaluate research expenditures with

Monte Carlo simulation methods.

Cassidy, Rodgers, and McCarthy (1970) also used Monte Carlo tech-

niques to assess farm planning and various alternative investments.

The triangular distribution was specified with subjective probabilities.

The approach includes incorporating subjective weightings on stochastic
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events. Parameters entering into the simulation are chosen by Monte

Carlo selection and combined according to the functional relationships

of the model. The combination of these values for each simulation run

determines an outcome, with a cumulative distribution constructed from

a number of such outcomes. In this way, the output describes the

range of possible results with the probability of their occurrence.

Richardson and Mapp (1976) used a probabilistic cash flow approach

to analyze both agricultural and non-agricultural investments under con-

ditions of risk and uncertainty. Critical variables are identified and

probability distributions developed for each that were thought to be

stochastic. The next step is to link probability distributions for

stochastic variables to known or fixed variables that influence the

proposed investment. The next step specifies accounting relationships,

such as costs and returns, associated with the investment. Stochastic

values for critical variables are drawn and repeated until probability

distributions of annual net returns are generated.

Willett and Wirth (1978), in conjunction with their net present

value analysis, calculate the maximum financially feasible price that

can be paid for land with respect to cash flow. This price is deter-

mined by the equity available and the amount of debt the farm's cash

flow will allow. Cash receipts and costs are budgeted, including aver-

age annual payments for existing long-term debt, average funds required

to replace depreciable assets, and average annual family living ex-

penses. Gross farm receipts, comprised of product prices and yields,
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are assumed to be known with certainty, however. Nevertheless, this

model provides a starting point for analyzing the decision maker's cash

flow repayment abilities.

Nelson (1978) used the triangular probability distribution to as-

sess the risk associated with product prices and yields in meeting cash

flow obligations related to new debt obligations for the land purchase.

The result, rather than being a single value estimate, is the proba-

bility that during any one of the years adequate cash will not be

generated through the normal operation of the business to meet all of

the cash requirements including the land loan repayment. Nelson cor-

rectly points out that this analysis does not consider the probabili-

ties involved with the "high" and "low" events of the distribution or

the consequences if cash flow requirements are not met.

Hardin (1978) developed a stochastic capital investment model that

calculates net present value, annual net worth, net cash flow, and the

probability of firm financial failure. The model incorporates sto-

chastic variation in prices and yields. Whole farm analysis is used

rather than marginal analysis. This approach allows for a detailed

comparison between the current operating unit and proposed new unit.

The primary disadvantage to this approach is the large amounts of data

necessary. Hardin suggests three possible alternatives to meet annual

cash flow deficits. The first is to use accumulated cash from previous

years. Another alternative is to refinance the long-term land loan.

The third is to borrow against intermediate assets, providing the
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intermediate equity ratio is above a specified minimum. If cash flow

deficits can be met by any of the above methods, the decision maker

can continue in business. Otherwise, the farmer is insolvent or bank-

rupt.

The three approaches by Wi].lett and Wirth (1978), Nelson (1978),

and Hardin (1978) provide an excellent framework from which to build a

stochastic model that determines the cash flow repayment capabilities

of farm firms considering the proposed investment. The model should

consider all tax effects and be capable of utilizing stochastic vari-

ation in product prices and yields, the main determinant of annual net

returns.

Theoretical Considerations for the Triangular
Probability Distribution

Monte Carlo simulation techniques offer an alternative approach

for evaluating capital investment decisions under conditions of uncer-

tainty. Using this approach, objective and/or subjective probability

distributions are specified for the stochastic variables influencing the

feasibility of the investment. Random values are then drawn for these

variables to calculate the desired result. The process is repeated many

times, and a probability distribution of the result is thus generated.

The result associated with risk can be reduced to a single value. For

example, there may be an 80 percent chance that the investment will be

a successful one or that cash flow requirements will be met. This use

of simulation is superior to traditional single-value estimates of re-

turns.
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A frequently used method of incorporating risk is to specify mean

expected values and the variance about that mean for key variables.

Hess and Quigley (1962) present the mathematical formulas necessary to

generate a normal probability density function. Most farmers are not

familiar with the above concepts, however; therefore, most distributions

of this type are based on historical or objective probabilities. Even

so, Officer and Anderson (1968) suggest that the decision maker will

have at least some prior knowledge of the problem at hand. For this

reason, the argument is made for subjective probabilities.

The triangular probability distribution can be completely specified

by assigning only three values: 1) lowest possible value, 2) highest

possible value, and 3) the most likely or modal occurrence of the vari-

able. These parameters are more easily understood and interpreted by

decision makers than mean and variance. The triangular distribution

can be skewed by specifying a most likely value that is closer to either

the minimum or maximum value.

Mathematically, the probability density function of the triangular

distribution, illustrated in Figure 4, is given by:

fx 2(x-a)

(c-a) (b-a)

f1x
2(x-c)

(c-a) (b-c)

a<x<b (3.1)

b<x<c (3.2)



f (x)

Figure 4. Triangular probability density function



where:

x = the value of the particular variable,

a = the minimum value of x,

b = the "most likely" value of x,

c = the maximum value of x.
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The cumulative distribution function F(x) is given by the integration:

F(x) = Sf(x) dx (3.3)

such that F(a) 0, and F(c) = 1. The following equations result:

F(x) = a < x < b (3.4)

F(x) = 1;

(c-a)(c-b)
, b x C (3.5)

Solving in terms of x, equations 3.6 and 3.7 result:

x = [F(x) (c-a) (b_aJ½, a < x < b (3.6)

x = l - F(x)) (c-a) (c_b)J1, b < x < c (3.7)

Given this form, the value of the stochastic variable can be deter-

mined by a random selection of a value for P(x) between zero and one.

The value of x is then obtained by solving equation 3.6 or 3.7. Figure

5 illustrates the cumulative probability function for a triangular dis-

tribution.



F (x)

Figure 5. Cumulative probability function for a triangular distribution
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The Model

The major purpose of the proposed model is to calculate cash flow

requirements associated with the expanded business after the land pur-

chase. Product prices and yields will be stochastic in nature. The

probability that fixed cash commitments are not met will be calculated

as well as a measure to determine the probability of firm survival.

Like the net present value model discussed in Chapter II, the risk ana-

lysis model is programmed on a Hewlett-Packard 4lC programmable cal-

culator.

While the net present value model is run for the number of years

in the planning horizon, it is not necessary to run the risk model for

that length of time. Normally, three to five years is sufficient be-

cause it is the early years of the land purchase that repayment abili-

ties associated with cash flow are the most critical. After the first

few years, the financial position of the decision maker will improve,

due to principal payments and possible appreciation in the value of

land holdings.

The program will include 100 to 200 runs for each year.1 This

will provide an adequate number of samples in obtaining the data

As mentioned in the review of literature, one disadvantage to tri-
angular distributions is that the low and high values have a zero
probability of occurring. This limitation, however, can be overcome.
In this model, the first three times through the loop will draw all

most likely, low and high values respectively. Even though there may

exist a very small probability of these extreme events occurring, it
is nevertheless necessary to consider these possibilities, particu-
larly the low values which would decrease gross receipts and in turn
decrease cash flow.
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necessary to evaluate cash flow probabilities. The model is capable of

paying interest on yearly cash deficits and receiving interest on

yearly cash surpluses.

The formula for the risk evaluation model is:

TI = (Ep.x. * ACR.) + OCI - FCE - EVECx - IPA1 = DPN

- EX (3.8)

YCF1 (Zpx * ACR.) + OCI - FCE - EVEC.x. - APL - NCP

SET. - FT. - ST. - LEW (3.9)
1 1 1

EB = E YCF. + BB (3.10)
i=l

where:

TI1 - taxable income in year i,

Epx. - sum of price times yield for crop 5,

ACR5 - acreage of crop 5,

OCI other cash income,

FCE - total fixed cash expense,

VEC . x. - expenses that vary with product output for each

crop 5,

IPA1 - yearly interest payments for all outstanding loans,

DPN - average annual depreciation,

NCP - net capital purchases, i. e., an estimate of annual
capital needed to replace depreciable assets,

EX - exempt income,
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APL - amortized payments, due on intermediate and long-
term debt,

YCF1 - yearly net cash flow in year i,

SET1 - self-employment tax,

FT1 - federal tax,

ST. - state tax,
:1.

LEW - annual living expenses and withdrawals,

EB ending cash balance at the end of the number of
years for which the program was run,

BB - beginning cash balance.

where:

EX = ND * 1,000 (3.11)

SET = fCTI) (3.12)

FT = £(TI) (3.13)

ST = f(TI, PT) (3.14)

where:

ND - number of dependents claimed.

The variable, other cash income (OCI), is included to allow for

cash inflows that are not directly related to agricultural crop produc-

tion. Examples of this include income from livestock production and

non-farm income.

Total fixed cash expense (FCE) includes all cash operating ex-

penses and cash ownership costs minus expenses that vary with agri-

cultural production (e.g., harvesting costs). The variable VEC is
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an expense that varies directly with agricultural output. Harvesting

costs are a common type of this expense.

As with the net present value model, yearly interest payments

(IPA) will be deducted in determining taxable income. Average annual

depreciation (DPN), although not a direct cash expense, is also a tax

deductable item.

Annual net capital purchases (NCP) is included as a depreciation

reserve concept. This amount represents the requirement necessary for

replacement and to increase machinery purchases associated with the

land purchase.

In calculating the yearly cash flow, only receipts and direct

cash outflows are included. Gross receipts from agricultural produc-

tion are added to other cash income. Both fixed and variable cash

expenses are subsequently subtracted. Annual net capital purchases

and all taxes are also subtracted. Amortized payments, consisting

of both principal and interest payments, are a direct cash payment

and therefore subtracted. Finally, annual living expenses are de-

ducted to obtain the yearly cash flow figure.

Output associated with the model consists of five basic items.

The first three are concerned with cash flow balances. The first out-

put item is the average ending cash balance at the end of the number

of years for which the program was run. The second item of output is

the lowest cash balance obtained in any one of the repeated runs.

This amount corresponds to the set of low values that were chosen.
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The third output item is the highest cash balance, which corresponds

to the set of high values for each price and yield distribution.

The final two items of output are associated with firm survival.

The probability of a negative cash flow in the last year the program

is run is given in the output. For example, if the program is run for

four years, and in that fourth year the ending cash balance is negative

in five of the 100 samples, the probability of a negative cash balance

is .05. Lastly, the probability of bankruptcy is calculated. This is

determined when the negative cash balance, in absolute value, is

greater than the specified maximum exposure limit for any given year

in the analysis. This limit is determined by the equation:

MAX = TAS - (2 * LIB) (3.15)

where:

MAX - maximum exposure limit,

TAS - total assets of expanded farm business,

LIB - total liabilities of expanded farm business.

The maximum exposure limit, or credit reserve, is used as an ap-

proximation of what is deemed to be a critical financial position,

not necessarily bankruptcy. When negative cash balances exceed the

given limit, this implies that the debt-equity ratio has fallen below

one (1).

One noticeable difference between the net present value model and

the risk model is that net receipts are trended (either upward or

downward) in the former and not in the latter. Product prices and
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yields, which comprise gross receipts, are deflated and detrended in

the risk model to represent 1979 figures considering 'real dollars.'

Possible inflationary trends in production costs are not considered.

However, inflationary price changes are not as critical in a four-year

time period as they are for 20 years.

Data Development

Gross receipts associated with agricultural prices and yields will

be determined stochastically. Corresponding input data will be assumed

to be triangularly distributed. The first step in developing the pro-

bability distributions was to collect price and yield series for the

commodities included in each study area in Oregon. Historical prices

were deflated using the Gross National Product (GNP) implicit price

deflator. Both prices and yields were detrended using linear regres-

sion. The model builds average values for price and yields from the

trend and intercept coefficients. The equation used is:

= a + bT

where:

- average value for prices and yields,

a - the intercept coefficients,

b - the slope coefficient,

T - time in years.

(3.16)
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Although the input-data for the probability distributions are

based on historical data, the values associated with the high, low,

and most likely values in the triangular distribution will be sub-

jective. When considering a relatively short period of time (3 to 5

years), historical data does not always give an accurate indication of

product price and yield expectations. For this reason, Farm Manage-

ment Extension specialists were consulted to elicit their expectations

based on their expertise. In short, the probability distributions used

in the model are subjective but consideration is given to historical

data.

In cases where two or more crops are produced by the case firm

under study, prices and yields may be correlated. Correlations are

determined using historical data. The following equation is used:

Price (A) = a + b [Price (B)] + r

where:

Price (A) - price of the "base" crop,

a - the intercept coefficient,

b - the slope coefficient,

Price (B) - the price of the crop used as the dependent
variable,

r - the residual.

Yields are correlated using the sante procedure.

(3.17)

The procedure operates in the following manner. A "base" crop

is selected, and the triangular distribution is developed for that crop
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as if no correlation existed. The price or yield of each subsequent

crop is determined to be a function of the base crop, using equation

3.17. The randomness associated with each "dependent" crop is deter-

mined by the residual in equation 3.17. It is the residual that will

be given the values high, low, and most likely in the triangular dis-

tribution. As a result, the triangular distributions used in this

model are a combination of subjective parameter estimates and correla-

tions among prices or yields based on historical data.

Given historical data, it is possible to determine an a priori

shape of the triangular distributions associated with product prices

and yields. The distribution for yields will usually be skewed to

the left. A "bumper" crop will normally not be a great deal higher

than the most likely, while a crop failure will be considerably less.

In this case, the most likely value lies to the right of the arithme-

tic mean. Figure 6 illustrates the shape of the triangular distri-

bution for product yields. Product prices are generally the converse

case of yields. Prices may fall somewhat but usually not drastically.

On the other hand, the possibility exists for very high prices in a

given year. Figure 7 illustrates the case of product prices, in which

the most likely value lies to the left of the arithmetic mean.

Organization of Remaininl Chapters

Chapter IV contains an analysis of a proposed land investment to

two different dry-land wheat farms in Sherman County. The chapter



Figure 6. Expected shape of the triangular distribution for agricultural product yields.
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Figure 7. Expected shape of the triangular distribution for agricultural product prices.



begins with a data development section, includes a discussion of mi-

tial results and their implications, and concludes with a section on

sensitivity analysis and the identification of key variables. Chapter

V examines a case farm in Marion County and contains the same struc-

tural format as Chapter IV. Chapter VI summarizes the contents of this

study and presents some ideas for future research.
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CHAPTER IV

SHEIMAN COUNTY ANALYSIS

Two case farm situations will, be analyzed with regard to a pro-

posed land purchase in this chapter. The first will be a situation

where the operator owns and operates a 2,000-acre fallow wheat farm

in Sherman County. In the second case, the operator is assumed to

own 500 acres, and 1,500 acres are rented on a two-thirds to one-third

tenant agreement. Both farms will be considering an add-on purchase

of 400 acres, a 20 percent increase in the size of the current opera-

tion.

Data Development

Input data are divided into subsections in this chapter. All

data are for the year 1979.

General Description and Background Information

A land value of $300 per acre is generally representative of re-

cent sales and appraisals in Sherman County [9]. The asking price

for the example purchase is assumed to be slightly higher at $310 per

acre. The add-on purchase of 400 acres yields a total purchase price

of $124,000. The down payment is 20 percent of the purchase price

with the remaining 80 percent to be financed with amortized payment at

9.5 percent interest over 30 years. The decision maker's planning
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horizon is assumed to be 20 years. The discount factor, or required

rate of return on equity capital after taxes, is 10 percent.

From 1973 to 1979, farmland prices in Sherman County increased

at an annual average compound rate of 12.25 percent. However, recent

reports [55] indicate that this upward trend may be leveling off some-

what. For this reason, the expected rate of appreciation in land values

is assumed to be 9 percent for this case study.

As discussed in Chapter II, an allowance is made for an annual

increase in net farm receipts in the net present value model. This is

a difficult projection to make, because production costs have increased

steadily in recent years while gross receipts from wheat farm opera-

tions have been somewhat variable. The average annual increase in net

receipts will be assumed to be 1 percent.

Prices and Yields

Gross receipts for each case farm will equal price times yield

times the number of acres in production. Sherman County wheat price

and yield data for 1962-79 were collected. Prices were deflated using

the Gross National Product implicit price deflator, and both prices

and yields were tirended with a time variable. Based on this analysis,

$3.88 was found to be the expected average price of wheat. This amount

is after adjusting for trends and is in 1979 dollars. The average

yield is 31.4 bushels per acre after adjusting for trends. Both price

and yields are projected for the next 20 years.
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Gross receipts for the present business are equal to gross receipts

per planted acre times the number of planted acres when considering the

full ownership case. Because 1,000 acres are planted, this amount

equals $122,126. Added gross receipts per acre of the add-on is equal

to one-half of $122.13, or $61.07.

Gross receipts for the present business are calculated in a dif-

ferent manner for the partial ownership case. Since the decision maker

owns 500 acres, gross receipts will be $30,532 from this portion of the

Lam. The tenant relationship entitles the decision maker to two-thirds

of the receipts from the land that is rented. Therefore, gross re-

ceipts from the 1,500 acres that are rented are $61,063. Total gross

receipts are consequently $91,595. Added gross receipts per acre of

the add-on is identical to the full ownership case because the deci-

sion maker is entitled ta all of the crop that is grown on this tract.

Agricultural product prices and yields are determined stochas-

tically in the risk model. Subjective probabilities were estimated

for the triangular probability distribution based on the data for 1962-

79 and on information from Extension Farm Management specialists. The

low price for wheat was estimated to be $3.25, the high $4.85, and

the most likely value $3.55..! For yields, the low is 21 bushels per

acre, the high 41, and the most likely value 32.33.

The following relationship was assumed to hold between these
three values and the average:

Mean
Low + Most Likely + High 3.25 + 3.55 + 4.8S

= 3.88
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Production Costs

Enterprise cost budgets were developed to estimate production

costs. These costs are listed in Table 8.

The following differences are to be noted between the full owner-

ship case and the partial ownership case. The landlord is assumed to

pay for all of the land taxes and conservation practices for the land

that is being rented. In addition, the landlord pays for one-third of

both fertilizer and crop insurance. As a result, the interest on

operating capital is somewhat smaller than for the full ownership case.

Alternative Long-term Loans for Previous Debt Commitments

Hypothetical debt situations were constructed to represent varying

debt positions. Both the net present value and risk models consider

the implications of previous long-term debt commitments. The four

loans used for both Sherman County case farms are summarized in Table

9. The hypothetical debt situations involve various combinations of

the loans.

Other Cash Flow Requirements

The machinery debt is assumed to be one-half of the machinery

investment. Net capital purchases'are then calculated by subtracting

the principal payment on the machinery debt from the total deprecia-

tion for the expanded business. This amount is equal to $6,000 for

both case farms. The total depreciation for the expanded business

equals the depreciation per planted acre times the number of planted

acres, or $17,304 in both cases.
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TABLE 8. Estimated Costs per Planted Acre (Including Fallow Costs)
per Plant Acre for a Sherman County 2,000-Acre Dryland
Wheat Farm

Ownership Tenant
Item case case

Cash Operating Costs

Fertilizer 5.10 3.40
Wheat seed 6.16 6.16
Herbicide and application 5.84 5.84
Diesel fuel 4.72 4.72
Gasoline 2.12 2.12
Lubricants .95 .95

Machinery repair 7.37 7.37
Crop insurance 3.66 2.44
Conservation practices .75 0

Hired labor 2.23 2.23
Miscellaneous 3.90 3.90
Operating capital interest 3.61 2.09

Cash Ownership Costs

Taxes on land 5.04 0

Taxes on machinery .37 .37

Machinery insurance .92 .92

Other Ownership Costs
a!

Interest on machinery- 9.49 9.49
Machinery depreciation 14.42 14.42

Operator Labor

Operator labor 9.08 9.08

2! Assumes that one-half of machinery owned is debt financed.

Source: Cook, Gordon H., Hoist, David L., and MacNab, Sandy.
"Estimated Wheat Production and Marketing Costs on a
2,000-Acre Dryiand Farm, Oregon Columbia Plateau, 1979-
1980." Special Report 528, Oregon State University
Extension Service, November 1979.



TABLB 9. Alternative Debt Situations Associated with Both Sherman County Case Farms

1979

Loan Purchase Number of Interest Length Amortized outstanding

Number Year price acres purchased rate of loan payment balance

1 1973 150 300 .075 25 3,229.58 32,163.68

2 1977 260 400 .085 30 7,741.81 81,803.45

3 1977 260 500 .085 30 9,677.26 102,254.31

4 1973 150 500 .075 25 5,382.64 53,606.14
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The maximum exposure limit equals total assets minus two times

total liabilities. Machinery assets equal $155,000 for both case farms.

Land assets equal $720,000 for the full ownership case and $270,000 for

the partial ownership case. Each corresponding maximum exposure is

hence dependent on the hypothetical debt burden that is imposed.

In all cases, it is assumed that the decision maker is married

filing a joint tax return claiming four dependents. Annual family

living expenses are assumed to be $16,000.

Net Present Value Results

Results will be first discussed for the full ownership case farm

and then for the partial ownership case. In both cases, initial re-

suits will be presented followed by a sensitivity analysis and the

identification of key variables.

Although the model gives a response in the form of the net pre-

sent value, this information alone is of limited use to the decision

maker. A positive net present value indicates a favorable investment

while a negative one does not. Decision makers want to know the maxi-

mum price that can be paid for farmland. For this reason, an estima-

tion technique is used to determine the purchase price corresponding

to a net present value of zero for each of the sensitivity analysis

trials.Y In most cases, the estimation will be within $5 of the

For determining the purchase price resulting from a net present
value result, the following equation was used:

PP = a + b (NPV) + c (NPV) 2

The coefficients a, b, and c were estimated using a system of three
equations. Three data points from the relationship between net
present value and purchase price were used to solve the system of
equations.



actual purchase price, but in some of the extreme sensitivity trials

listed in Tables 12 and 15, the estimated purchase price may be in

error by as much as $20.

Initial Results for Full Ownership Case

Given the input data in Table 10, the net present value was found

to be $-.39, or very nearly equal to zero. In other words, under these

assumptions the decision maker can bid $310 per acre for the add-on,

which is $10 higher than the market price, and still earn the required

10 percent after-tax rate of return on equity capital.

The initial case is used as a starting point for determining the

response of the net present value and the corresponding purchase price

to the assumed input data. A sensitivity analysis was performed on

the input variables. Initially, each variable, excluding the hypo-

thetical debt situations, was changed to plus twenty percent and then

minus twenty percent. These results are summarized in Table 11. How-

ever, further sensitivity analysis was conducted and is summarized in

Table 12. The range over which these selected variables were examined

reflects either the entire possible range (e.g., zero to 100 percent

for the down payment) or a reasonably comprehensive range (e.g., zero

to 15 percent for increase in land values). In all cases, values for

all variables other than the one varied were fixed as specified in

the initial case. All iterations assume a down payment of 20 percent.
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Present Value Sherman County Full Ownership Case

PP Purchase price 310 $/A

MKT Market price of land 300

ILV Increase in land values .09 Decimal

DP Down payment 24,800 $

INT Interest rate . 095 Decimal

L Length of repayment period 30 Years

AR Number of acres purchased 400 No.

N Length of planning horizon 20 Years

DF Discount factorW .10 Decimal

GRP Gross receipts for present operation 122,126 $

OEP Operating expenses for present 62,230 $operation b/

DEP Depreciation for present operation 14,420 $

AGR Gross receipts for add-on 61.07

AOE Operating expenses for addonE/ 31.12

ADE Depreciation for add-on 7.21 $/A

AOC Opportunity cost for add-on-1' 9.29 $/A

INR Increase in net receipts .01 Decimal

ND Number of dependents claimed 4 No.

OPA Outstanding principal for loan A 32,163.68 $

IRA Interest rate for loan A . 075 Decimal

APA Amortized payment for loan A 3,229.58 $

OPS Outstanding principal for loan B 0 $

IRB Interest rate for loan B 0 Decimal

APB Amortized payment for loan B 0 $
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TABLE 10 (continued)
Footnotes

Required rate of return on equity capital after taxes.

Calculated by adding cash operating costs, cash ownership
costs, and interest on machinery, and multiplying this amount
times the number of planted acres for the present operation.

Calculated by adding cash operating costs, cash ownership
costs, and interest on machinery, and dividing this amount by
2 (because only one-half of the add-on tract is planted yearly).

Table 8 assumes that one-half of machinery owned is debt
financed. The remaining one-half is assumed to be financed
with equity capital. AOC is calculated by adding interest on
equity capital (which is identical to interest on machinery)
with operator labor, and dividing this amount by 2 (because
only one-half of the add-on tract is planted yearly).
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TABLE 11. Net Present Value Results for Sherman County

Pull Ownership - Initial Sensitivity

Breakeven

Net Present Value Purchase Price

% change in variable % change in variable

Variable +20% -20% +20% -20%

ILV Increase in land values 65.49 -48.52 417 228

DF Discount factor -37.04 56.07 248 402

INR Increase in net receipts - .63 -. 18 308 309

DP Down payment -5.82 5.02 300 318

N Length of planning horizon -8.55 7.42 295 322

L Length of repayment period 3.62 -7.92 315 296

INT Interest rate -16.37 14.10 282 333

MKT Market price of land 33.60 -34.37 365 252

AR Number of acres purchased -1.18 .80 307 311

PP Purchase price -37.94 36.82 372 248

AGR Gross receipts for add-on 50.26 -54.12 392 219

AOE Operating expenses for add-on -27.36 25.79 264 352

ADE Depreciation for add-on -6.56 5.75 298 319

AUG Opportunity cost for add-on -17.45 16.67 280 337

GRP Gross receipts for present operation -4.64 6.97 302 321

OEP Operating expenses for present

operation 3.07 -2.86 314 305

DEP Depreciation for present operation .29 -1.02 310 308

AGR Gross receipts for add-on 34.33 -62.01 366 206

GEPJ Gross receipts for present operation

AOE1 Operating expenses for add-on

OEP) Operating expenses for present
-29.83 19.83 260 342

operation

Depreciation for add-on -6.11 4.90 299 317

DEP) Depreciation for present operation
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TABLE 12. Net Present Value Results for Sherman County
Full Ownership - Selected Sensitivity

Net Breakeven
Present Purchase

Variable Value Price

DP Down payment = 0 26.43 353

100% -112.94 119

INR Increase in net receipts = 0 .32 310

.05 -12.26 289

ILV Increase in land values = 0 -144.38 66

.045 -98.54 144

.12 122.18 509

.15 325.96 828

INT Interest rate = .06 24.95 351

.14 -40.27 242

N Length of planning horizon = 5 11.70 329

10 14.19 333

30 -21.16 274

35 -31.01 258

L Length of repayment period = 20 -16.76 282

40 5.23 318

DF Discount factor = .05 202.10 636

.15 -69.03 194

ND Nuniber of dependents = 8 .42 310
claimed

0 -1.13 307
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Sensitivity Analysis and Identification of Key Variables
for Full Ownership Case

Expected annual appreciation in land values (ILV) appears to be

quite important in the net present value analysis. If land values

increase at 15 percent, the decision maker can justify paying over

$800 per acre and still receive his required rate of return on equity

capital. On the other hand, if land values do not appreciate through-

out the planning horizon, less than $70 can be paid for the add-on

tract. The market price of land (MKT), used as the base for land

appreciation, also appears to be an important variable. Increasing

or decreasing this variable by 20 percent will change the purchase

price by more than $50 per acre.

The discount factor (DF), or required after-tax rate of return

on equity capital, is quite important as it is decreased. When the

discount factor is reduced to five percent, the corresponding purchase

price more than doubles. Conversely, as the discount factor is in-

creased to 15 percent, the purchase price drops below $200 per acre,

still a sizable amount. The number of acres (AR) in the proposed

add-on is a relatively unimportant factor as it pertains to net pre-

sent value.

The terms of financing the proposed investment appear to be

fairly important. The longer the loan repayment period (L), the

higher the corresponding purchase price. This results because as the

repayment period is lengthened, the decision maker is able to make

smaller annual payments. Smaller cash outlays in the earlier years

of the planning horizon will increase net present value. The interest
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rate (INT) can have a large impact in the analysis. As the interest

rate is increased to 14 percent, the purchase price drops by nearly $70

per acre. The down payment (DP) is relatively unimportant as it

changes 20 percent either way. However, if the down payment is assumed

to be 100 percent, the purchase price falls below $125 per acre.

This is because a 100 percent down payment represents a cash outlay

in year zero which is not discounted, rather than using an amortized

schedule that repays the loan over time.

The variable, increase in net receipts (INR), gives some inter-

esting results. Contrary to the expected outcome, increasing INR will

decrease the net present value (for this case farm). The reason for

this can be attributed to the following. This variable, INR, is used

in the model two times; once for increasing the net receipts asso-

ciated with the add-on, and for the taxable income of the present and

expanded business. For this case farm, the effects of the change in

annual income taxes (Cl-IT) and capital gains tax (CGT) is greater than

the effect that INR has on increasing the net receipts for the add-on

tract. This is due to the progressive nature of the income tax rate

structure. Although the negative relationship is noted, its impact of

INR is not very significant.

The effect of the length of the planning horizon (N) on the net

present value analysis is difficult to predict a priori. This rela-

tionship is dependent on the size of net receipts, increase in net re-

ceipts, the discount factor, and increase in land values. As N is

increased from 5 to 10 years, the net present value increases slightly,

but steadily decreases from that point as it is increased further.
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The two variables associated with gross receipts, operating ex-

penses, and depreciation, for the present land and the add-on normally

change simultaneously. In other words, if gross receipts for the pre-

sent business increases by 20 percent, gross receipts for the add-on

will probably do the same. However, each variable was tested sepa-

rately, and then the appropriate pairs were changed simultaneously and

tested together. The variable, added gross receipts (AGR) is quite

important. A 20 percent change in AGR in turn will affect the purchase

price by more than $80 per acre. Added operating expenses (AOE) is

not quite as important as a twenty percent change in this variable

will affect the purchase price by just over $40 per acre. Added de-

preciation (ADE) has a relatively small impact on the net present

value. Gross receipts, operating expenses, and depreciation associated

with the present operation all have a relatively minor impact, as shown

in Table 11. This is because these variables are used only in cal-

culating the change in taxes (CHT).

When AGR and GRP are both increased by 20 percent, the purchase

price increases by $50 per acre. However, when both AGR and GRP are

decreased by 20 percent, the corresponding purchase price falls more

than $100 per acre. The two variables associated with operating

expenses are also relatively important. Their impact has the greatest

magnitude when both variables are increased, or when net present value

is decreased. Both variables associated with depreciation are of

relatively small importance.

The variable, added opportunity cost (AOC), included as a measure

for compensation to the decision maker's capital and labor, has a
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sizable impact on net present value. As AOC changes by 20 percent,

the purchase price changes approximately $30.

The number of dependents claimed by the decision maker for tax

purposes is of minor consequence.

The hypothetical debt condition included loan #1 in the original

case. Varying this previous existing long-term commitment from one

extreme to the other changed the purchase price by less than $2 per

acre. When existing debt burdens are added to the net present analy-

sis, the effect is noted in the change in taxes (CHT) between the

present and expanded businesses. Because prior debt commitments are

included in both the present and expanded operations, the effect tends

to cancel one another when calculating CHT.

Figure 8 illustrates the sensitivity analysis for the variables,

increase inland values (ILV), market price of land (MKT), purchase

price (PP), and discount factor (DF). Figure 9 depicts graphically

the sensitivity analysis for variables associated with costs and re-

ceipts.

Initial Results for Partial Ownership Case

Required input data for the net present value analysis for the

partial ownership case is listed in Table 13. The resulting net

present value was $6.81, indicating that given the same conditions

as for the full ownership case, a slightly higher rate of return would

be earned. Conversely, just over $320 per acre could be paid for the

land and still earn 10 percent on equity capital after taxes. The net
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TABLE 13. Input Data for Analysis of Net Present
Value Sherman County Partial Ownership Case

PP Purchase price 310

MKT Market price of land 300

ILV Increase in land values .09 Decimal

DP Down payment 24.800 $

INT Interest rate . 095 Decimal

L Length of repayment period 30 Years

AR Number of acres purchased 400 No.

N Length of planning horizon 20 Years

DF Discount factor .10 Decimal

GRP Gross receipts for present operation 91,595 $

OEP Operating expenses for present
54.558 $

operation

DEP Depreciation for present operation 14,420 $

AGR Gross receipts for add-on 61.07 $/A

AOE Operating expenses for add-on 31.12 S/A.

ADE Depreciation for add-on 7.21 $/A

AOC Opportunity cost for add-on 9.29 $/A

INR Increase in net receipts .01 Decimal

ND Number of dependents claimed 4 No.

OPA Outstanding principal for loan A 32,163.68 $

IRA Interest rate for loan A .075 Decimal

APA Amortized payment for loan A 3,229.58 $

OPB Outstanding principal for loan B 0 $

IRB Interest rate for loan B 0 Decimal

APB Amortized payment for loan B 0 $



present value is higher for the partial ownership case because the re-

sulting change in taxes is smaller.

In order to compare whether the results for the partial ownership

case were more sensitive to changes in the variable values than they

were for the full ownership case, the net present value was set equal

to zero (or nearly zero), which is where the full ownership case was

before beginning the sensitivity analysis. This was accomplished by

iteratively adjusting the increase in land values (ILV) until net pre-

sent value equaled zero. The final adjustment left ILV equal to .088.

Sensitivity Analysis and Identification of Key Variables for
Partial Ownership Case

Results of the sensitivity analysis performed for the partial

ownership case are listed in Tables 14 and 15. Because the majority

of the results are similar to the full ownership case, discussion will

center on the major differences between the two case farms.

Over a very small range, the variable increase in net receipts

(INR) has a positive relationship with the net present value. When

INR is increased from zero to .05, net present value increases. When

increased to .10, however, net present value declines markedly.

Gross receipts and operating expenses are more sensitive to

change for the partial ownership case. When AGR and GRP are increased

together by 20 percent, purchase price is increased by nearly $70 per

acre. When both are decreased, purchase price falls to $175 per acre.

The purchase price varies $40 to $60 per acre are as AOE and OEP are

changed.



TABLE 14. Net Present Value Results for Sherman County
Partial Ownership - Initial Sensitivity

Breakeven
Net Present Value Purchase Price

% change in variable % change in variable

Variable +20% -20% +20% -20%

ILV Increase in land values 61.43 -45.84 400 243

DF Discount factor -36.47 55.90 257 391

INR Increase in net receipts .35 -.52 310 309

DP Down payment -4.18 4.05 304 316

N Length of planning horizon -8.97 8.39 297 322

L Length of repayment period 2.87 -5.63 314 302

INT Interest rate -21.64 20.54 278 340

MKT Market price of land 32.54 -32.85 357 262

AR Number of acres purchased -1.41 1.86 308 313

PP Purchase price -42.62 42.70 372 248

AGR Gross receipts for add-on 69.22 -68.47 411 211

AOE Operating expenses for add-on -34.77 35.06 259 361

ADE Depreciation for add-on -8.12 8.00 298 322

AOC Opportunity cost for add-on -17.13 16.99 285 335

GRP Gross receipts for present operation -6.18 9.81 301 325

OEP Operating expenses for present opera-
tion 3.00 -4.00 314 304

DEP Depreciation for present operation .19 -.88 310 309

AGR\ Gross receipts for add-on 4733 -93.87 379 174

GRPJ Gross receipts for present operation

AOE Operating expenses for add-on
)

OEP)
.

Operating expenses for present opera-
-37.22 27.27 256 350

tion

ADE\ Depreciation for add-on
-7.90 7.41 298 321

DEPJ Depreciation for present operation



TABLE 15. Net Present Value Results for Sherman County
Partial Ownership - Selected Sensitivity

Net Breakeven
Present Purchase

Variable Value Price

DP Down payment = 0 20.55 340

100% -81.13 193

INR Increase in net receipts = 0 -2.54 306

.05 -.07 310

.10 -27.85 269

ILV Increase in land values = 0 -140.28 108

.045 -92.15 177

.12 129.38 499

.15 333.16 804

INT Interest rate = .06 37.16 364

.14 -52.76 233

N Length of planning horizon = 5 15.10 332

10 17.32 335

30 -22.10 278

35 -32.22 263

L Length of repayment period = 20 -12.17 292

40 4.06 316

DF Discount factor = .05 200.42 605

.15 -68.33 211

ND Number of dependents = 8 1.19 312

claimed
0 -1.25 308
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As with the full ownership case, increase in land values (ILV)

has the greatest effect on the net present value analysis. The terms

of financing, again, are fairly important, with the interest rate being

slightly more important for the partial ownership case. The discount

factor is also very important when changed to levels such as .05 or

.15.

Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the sensitivity analysis for selected

variables that have a relatively large impact on the net present value.

Risk Results

As with the net present value analysis, results will be first

discussed for the full ownership case and then for the partial owner-

ship case. Initial results will be presented in each case and fol-

lowed by a sensitivity analysis and identification of key variables.

The sensitivity analysis involved changing the variables, other cash

income (OCI), living expenses and withdrawals (LEW), and the hypo-

thetical debt situation, which in turn changes the maximum exposure

limit. Changing OCI and LEW is to reflect what realistically may

occur immediately after a land purchase. For example, decision

makers who have the opportunities to generate off-farm income or curb

their standard of living will have less difficulty in meeting fixed

cash commitments.

For each result obtained, two trials are generated. This is to

assure consistency in the results that are stochastically determined.

Each trial contains 100 runs. Because the first three to five years
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following a land purchase are the most critical in terms of cash flow,

each trial is run for four years. Based on the results for four years,

one could expect cumulative cash balances to become more favorable over

time.because cash flows are summed and carried forward from year to

year.

The results are viewed in terms of giving the case farm enough

debt to make interpretation of the results interesting in terms of

risk, yet not so much as to place the decision maker in a position to

face almost certain bankruptcy.

Risk Analysis Results for Full Ownership Case

Table 16 summarizes required input data for risk analysis in the

full ownership case. Loan #3 listed in Table 9 is assumed to be ad-

ditional, long-term debt, beyond the machinery debt and the new debt

associated with the new land purchase.

Results are listed in Table 17. Averaging the two trials will

give us a 30 percent chance of a negative cash balance in the fourth

year of the simulation run. If prices and yields are the most pes-

simistic for all four years, the decision maker will lose nearly

$200,000. However, asset holdings associated with 2,400 acres of

farmland valued at $300 per acre give the decision maker a high enough

maximum exposure to avoid bankruptcy.

Also listed in Table 17 is the possibility of other cash income

(OCI) being increased to $10,000 per year, and living expenses and

withdrawals (LEW) being reduced to $14,000 per year. This situation



TABLE 16. Input Data for Risk Analysis for Sherman County
Full Ownership Case

Number of runs

Number of years

Lowest

Wheat - price 3.25

- yield 21

Acreage of Wheat

Other cash income

Variable expense

Total fixed cash expense

100

4

Most likely Highest

3.55 4.85

32.33 41

1200

0

15

57,432

Outstanding Interest P I

principal rate payment

Loan A 77.469.39 .1225 21,000

Loan B 99,200 .095 10,086.71

Loan C 102,254.31 .085 9,677.26

Interest rate paid on cash deficits .1225

Interest rate received on cash surpluses .10

Beginning cash balance (first year) 2,500

Net capital purchases 6,000

Living expenses and withdrawals 16,000

Credit reserve (maximum exposure) 317,100

Number of dependents 4

Depreciation 17,304



TABLE 17. Risk Results for Sherman County Full.
Ownership Case - Debt Load Includes Loan #3

Trial No. 1 Trial No. 2

Average ending balance 13,141 6,219

Low balance -.197,943 -197,943

High balance 161,510 161,510

Probability of a negative cash
balance .24 .36

Probability of bankruptcy 0 0

Other cash income 10,000

Living expenses and withdrawals 14,000

Trial No. 1

Average ending balance 43,078

Low balance -140,381

High balance 180,410

Probability of a negative cash
balance .03

Probability of bankruptcy 0

Trial No. 2

40,977.34

-140,381

180,410

.04

0
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brightens the cash flow outlook considerably. The average ending cash

balance is $40,000 with only a 3 to 4 percent chance of a negative

cash balance at the end of the fourth year.

Table 18 lists input data for an increased debt burden, which

includes loans #3 and #4. Results are given by Table 19. Initial

results are not favorable. There exists a better than 50 percent

chance of a negative cash balance in year four. There is also a small

chance of bankruptcy due to low prices and yields.

In an effort to brighten the financial picture, OCT was increased

to $10,000, and LEW reduced to $14,000. These changes were enough to

generate a positive cash balance and reduce the probability of a fourth

year negative cash flow to six or eight percent.

Several things need to be considered when interpreting the re-

suits. First, "bankruptcy" as presented here has a specific meaning.

This measure is used as a proxy for determining what could be regarded

as a very unfavorable financial position, but not necessarily bank-

ruptcy in the legal sense. Secondly, adding more debt burden will de-

crease yearly cash flow, but not by the amount of the amortized pay-

ment. The interest portion associated with the amortized payment

results in some tax savings benefits. Other cash income (OCI) will

increase yearly cash flow, but by less than the amount of OCT because

this represents taxable income. Changing the value of living expenses

and withdrawals (LEW) contributes directly to cash flow because it is

not affected by taxes.



TABLE 18, Input Data for Risk Analysis for Sherman County
Full Ownership Case with Added Debt

Number of runs 100

Number of years 4

Lowest

Wheat - price 3.25

- yield 21

Acreage of Wheat

Other cash income

Variable expense

Total fixed cash expense

Outstanding
principal

Loan A 77,469.39

Loan B 99,200

Loan C 102,254.31

Loan D 53,606.14

Most likely

3.55

32.33

1200

0

.15

57,432

Interest
rate

Highest

4.85

41

pI
payment

.1225 21,000

.095 10,086.71

.085 9,677.26

.075 5,382.64

Interest rate paid on cash deficits .1225

Interest rate received on cash surpluses .10

Beginning cash balance (first year) 2,500

Net capital purchases 6,000

Living expenses and withdrawals 16,000

Credit reserve (maximum exposure) 209,940

Number of dependents 4

Depreciation 17,304
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Table 19. Risk Results for Sherman County Full Ownership
Case - Debt Load Includes Loans #3 and #4

Trial No. 1 Trial No. 2

Average ending balance -6,819 -10,821

Low balance -223,763 -223,763

High balance 151,042 151,042

Probability of a negative cash
balance .56 .68

Probability of bankruptcy .01 .01

Other cash income = 10,000

Living expenses and withdrawals = 14,000

Trial No. 1 Trial No. 2

Average ending balance 25,628 27,931

Low balance -166,201 -166,201

High balance 170,027 170,027

Probability of a negative cash
balance .08 .06

Probability of bankruptcy 0



Risk Analysis Results for Partial Ownership Case

The partial ownership case represents a situation with a rela-

tively small amount of total assets. With this in mind, the decision

maker is approaching a maximum exposure of zero as a new tract of

land, and consequently a new debt burden, is considered. There is

little prior debt for the partial owner.

Input data are listed in Table 20. Loan #1 is added as an addi-

tional debt burden. Results of this analysis are given by Table 21.

Initial results are very unfavorable. Almost certain bankruptcy is

assured. The average cash balance at the end of the fourth year is

at least a minus $16,000.

Imposing the same conditions that were given in the full owner-

ship case, it was assumed that OCI were increased to $10,000 and LEW

reduced to $14,000. These changes aid the decision inakerts prospects

greatly. Average ending cash balance is approximately $20,000, but

the chance of firm failure is not reduced altogether. An eighteen

percent chance of bankruptcy is predicted in one trial, and a five

percent chance by the other. Although these conditions improve the

financial outlook, there is still a substantial amount of risk to be

considered.

Special Net Present Value Analysis:
Situation of Excess Machinery for Full Ownership Case

An initial look at the net present value results of the above

examples may be misleading. Decision makers do not always purchase
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TABLE 20. Input Data for Risk Analysis for Sherman
County Partial Ownership Case

Number of runs 100

Number of years

Lowest Most likely Highest

Wheat - price. 3.25 3.55 4.85

- yield 21 32.33 41

Acreage of Wheat 950

Other cash income 0

Variable expense .19

Total fixed cash expense 45.156

Outstanding Interest P I

principal rate payment

Loan A 77,469.39 .12?5 21.000

Loan B 99,200 .095 10,086.71

Loan C 32,163.68 .075 3,229.58

Interest rate paid on cash deficits .1225

Interest rate received on cash surpluses .10

Beginning cash balance (first year) 500

Net capital purchases 6,000

Living expenses and withdrawals 16,000

Credit reserve (maximum exposure) .7,335

Number of dependents

Depreciation 17,304



TABLE 21. Risk Results for Sherman County Partial Ownership
Case - Debt Load Includes Loan #1

Trial No. 1 Trial No. 2

Average ending balance -16,702 -20,109

Low balance -193,137 -193,137

High balance 125,056 125,056

Probability of a negative cash
balance .78 .81

Probability of bankruptcy .72 .72

Other cash income = 10,000

Living expenses and withdrawals = 14,000

Trial No. 1

Average ending balance 16,907

Low balance -135,574

High balance 145,100

Probability of a negative cash
balance .18

Probability of a bankruptcy .18

Trial No. 2

23,437.98

-135,574

145,100

.08

05

94
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both machinery and land at the same time when expanding farm size. Due

to financial constraints associated with cash flow requirements, the

machinery and land are often purchased at different periods of time.

Therefore, the decision maker who purchases the machinery before the

land will experience excess machinery capacity and will probably be

operating at a higher cost of production for that period of time than

the farmer who does not have excess machinery capacity.

One common reason for purchasing farmland is to take advantage

of any excess machinery capacity that may exist. In this example, the

decision maker is assumed to currently own enough machinery to operate

a 2,400 acre farm but currently owns and operates only 2,000 acres.

All variables in the net present value model associated with machinery

depreciation and interest on machinery debt must be changed to accom-

modate this situation.

The depreciation variable for the present business (DEP) is in-

creased to $17,304 while added depreciation (ADE) is set equal to zero.

Operating expenses for the present operation (OEP) are increased to

reflect the interest on machinery debt and added operating expenses

(AOE) are decreased for the same reason. The variable opportunity

cost for the add-on (AOC) is reduced because, in this case, no oppor-

tunity cost for equity capital used for machinery purposes exists.

Input data are summarized in Table 22.

The resulting net present value for this example is $104.17,

which corresponds to a purchase price of approximately $450 per acre.

This indicates that a decision maker who does have excess machinery

capacity can pay a higher price per acre for farmland and still
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TABLE 22. Input Data for Analysis of Net Present Value Sherman

County Full Ownership Case with Excess Machinery Capacity

PP Purchase price 310 $/A

MKT Market price of land 300 $/A

ILV Increase in laud values .09 Decimal

OP Down payment 24, 800 $

INT Interest rate . 095 Decimal

L Length of repayment period 30 Years

AR Number of acres purchased 400 No.

N Length of planning horizon 20 Years

OF Discount factor .10 Decimal

GRP Gross receipts for present operation 122,126 $

OEP Operating expenses for present
64,396 $operation

DEP Depreciation for present operation 17,304 $

AGR Gross receipts for add-on 61.07

AOE Operating expenses for add-on 24.73 $/A

ADE Depreciation for add-on 0

AOC Opportunity cost for add-on 4.54

INR Increase in net receipts .01 Decimal

ND Number of dependents claimed 4 No.

OPA Outstanding principal for loan A 32,163.68 $

IRA Interest rate for loan A .075 Decimal

APA Amortized payment for loan A 3,229.58 $

OPB Outstanding principa1 for loan B 0 $

IRE Interest rate for loan 3 0 Decimal

APB Amortized payment for loan 8 0 $
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receive the required rate of return on the investment. The risk impli-

cations of this analysis do not change markedly from the original case

with regard to changing the operating expenses, depreciation, and op-

portunity cost variables associated with machinery ownership. How-

ever, paying a substantially higher price for the add-on would have

the same effect on the risk analysis as increasing the hypothetical

debt burden.

Conclusions

Results of a proposed farmland investment in Sherman County are

somewhat mixed. Favorable results from the net present value model do

not necessarily coincide with favorable results from the risk model.

The results presented in this chapter verify just that. The partial

ownership case had a higher net present value than the Lull ownership

case, given comparable input data, due to a resulting smaller change

in taxes (QIT). However, the partial ownership case encountered more

complications in meeting cash flow requirements. In addition to the

full ownership case being able to generate cash flows superior to the

partial ownership case, the full ownership case is better able to

handle the situation where negative cash flows are generated because

of the significantly higher maximum exposure limit. For this reason,

the partial ownership case with a small maximum exposure limit that

generates a number oE negative cash flows is highly susceptible to

financial failure.



In order for a decision maker in Sherman County to pay $310 per

acre for farmland and still earn an after-tax rate of return of 10

percent, land values must appreciate at an annual compound rate of

nine percent over the next 20 years. Given current projections, this

is questionable [55]. If land values have indeed begun to "level off,"

1979 would appear to be an unfavorable time to purchase land in terms

of return on investment.

Regardless of the rate of return received by the decision maker,

fixed commitments associated with outstanding debt must be met.

Given the results presented in this chapter, it appears that the

partial ownership case farm will have problems in generating cash flow

to meet these fixed debt commitments. Producers buying farmland who

are most capable of generating adequate cash flow are those operating

a full ownership case farm who can draw on receipts from previously

owned land holdings and who can use their net worth as a credit re-

serve for financial cash flow shortfall.



CHAPTER V

MARION COUNTY ANALYSIS

In this chapter, one case farm will be analyzed with regard to a

proposed land investment. The farm will include a decision maker

owning and operating a 320-acre farm in Marion County that raises bush

beans, sweet corn, and wheat. The proposed add-on land purchase is 80

acres, a 25 percent increase in the size of the current operation.

Data Development

Input data are divided into subsections in this chapter. All

data are for the year 1979.

General Description and Background Information

Farmland is valued at $3,000 per acre. This price is generally

representative of recent sales and appraisals in Marion County E301.

The asking price, or assumed purchase price, is $3,100 per acre. The

total purchase price of the 80 acres is $248,000, with a $49,600 down

payment (20 percent). The 80 percent of the purchase price that is

debt financed is amortized over 30 years at 9.5 percent interest.

The discount factor is assumed to be 10 percent, and the planning

horizon is 20 years.

Farmland prices in Marion County increased at an annual average

compound rate of 20 percent from 1973 to 1979 [301. These are record
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rates of appreciation, however. The expected rate of appreciation in

land values is assumed to be 9 percent over the planning horizon for

this case study.

Projecting an annual increase in net receipts is no easier for

Marion County than for Sherman County. The picture is complicated by

the fact that three crops are being considered rather than one. Vege-

table crop growers have experienced one or two years of sizable pro-

fits, but production costs continue to escalate. The average annual

increase in net receipts will be assumed to be 3 percent

Prices and Yields

It is assumed that each of the three crops constitutes one-third

of the total planted acreage for the case farm, whether it be the

present or expanded operation. Marion County wheat and sweet corn

priceand yield data for 1962-79 were collected. Bush bean data were

only available for the years 1969-79 because of the change of tech-

nology from pole beans to bush beans. Like Sherman County, prices

were deflated using the Gross National Product implicit price deflator

and both prices and yields were detrended with a time variable. The

mean price of bush beans is $150, and the average yield is 4.3 tons

per acre. Sweet corn has a mean price of $60 and a mean yield of

7.7 tons per acre. The average price of wheat was found to be $3.75,

while the average annual yield is 74 bushels per acre.

Gross receipts for the present business was found to be $147,680.

Added gross receipts per acre of the add-on is equal to $461.50
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This amount is a weighted average of the three crops under considera-

tion.

Subjective probabilities were estimated for each of the three

crops based on the data and personal conversations with Extension Farm

Management Specialists. Table 23 summarizes the values for the sub-

jective probabilities.

Prices and yields were tested for correlation. Sweet corn was

chosen as the "base crop" and correlated with bush beans and wheat

using county data for the years 1969-79. The correlation coefficient

was .07 between wheat and sweet corn yields, and between bean and corn

yields was .32. Correlation between yields was considered to be of

minor significance and is not considered in the risk analysis.

Correlation was found to exist among crop prices. The correlation

coefficient was .63 between wheat and sweet corn and .89 between beans

and corn. The intercept of each equation was adjusted to conform with

the subjective probability values that were estimated.

= + .052 Pc + r (5.1)

where: P = price of wheat,

= price of corn,

r = residual.

= + 1.94 Pc + r (5.2)

where: P5 = price of beans.
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TABLE 23. Triangular Probabilities for
Marion County Case Farm

Crop Low Most Likely High

price/ton' $123 $147 $180
Bush Beans

yield/acre 4 ton 4.35 ton 4.55 ton

price/ton $46 $58 $76
Sweet Corn

yield/acre 6.35 ton 8.1 ton 8.65 ton

price/bushel" $3.12 $3.41 $4.72
Wheat

yield/acre 60 bu. 77 bu. 85 bu.

Although these prices were estimated to be the subjective proba-
bilities, the correlation equation is used to estimate the prices
for bush beans and wheat. The values for bush bean and wheat prices
are randomly determined by the residuals that are given by the tn-
angular distribution. The values of the residuals for bush bean and
wheat prices were chosen to conform with the subjective probabilities
that were estimated and summarized above.
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The risk simulator will choose the price of corn randomly. Both

bean and wheat prices are subsequently determined by the random corn

price. The stochastic element for bean and wheat prices is provided

by the residual for each. The low wheat price residual is $- .62, the

high $1.34, and the most likely value $0. For bean prices, the low

is $-23, the high $23, and the most likely value $0.

Production Costs

Enterprise cost budgets were developed to estimate production

costs. The cost budgets were taken from 1976 studies and updated

using the indices of prices paid by farmers for the appropriate cate-

gories. Bush beans and sweet corn production costs are listed in

Table 24. Irrigation costs are included for these two crops. Pro-

duction costs for dry-land wheat are given by Table 25.

Alternative Long-tenn Loans for Previous Debt Commitments

Three hypothetical loans were constructed for the Marion County

case farm. The loans are used to reflect varying levels of previous

long-term debt commitments. Table 26 lists the alternative loans

associated with Marion County. Hypothetical debt situations imposed

involve various combinations of the loans.

Other Cash Flow Requirements

The machinery debt is assumed to be one-half of the machinery

investment. Net cash required for capital purchases is $4,500 per
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TABLE 24. Estimated Costs per Planted Acre for Marion
County Crops: Bush Beans and Sweet Corn

Bush Sweet
Item Beans Corn

Cash Operating Costs

Fertilizer and spreader $68.01 $96.71
Seed 78.08 16.47
Chemicals and application 83.06 12.97
Other direct expenses 46.92 65.28
Machinery operating 19.57 22.46
Irrigation pumping 29.40 17.64
Irrigation repairs 15.86 9.52
Irrigation labor 37.24 20.95
Operating capital interest 18.90 12.83

Cash Ownership Costs

Taxes on land 12.65 12.65
Overhead 16.51 12.10
Machinery, taxes and insurance 4.98 4.67

Other Ownership Costs

Interest on machinery' 24.91 23.35
Machinery depreciation 44.84 42.03

Operator Labor

Operator labor 23.02 21.00

Assumes that one-half of machinery owned is debt-financed.

Sources: Hoist, David L., A. Gene Nelson and Carl W. O'Connor.
"The Economics of Producing and Marketing Soybeans
in Oregon." Circular of Information 679, Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, Oregon State Univer-
sity, October 1979.

U.S. Department of Agriculture. Agricultural Prices.
Crop Reporting Board, ESCS, Washington, D.C., 1976-
1979.
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TABLE 25. Estimated Costs per Planted Acre for Marion
County Dryland Wheat Farm

Item

Cash Operating Costs

Cost

Fertilizer and spreader $47.63
Seed 12.20
Herbicide 24.38
Insect and rodent control .55
Lime 9.69
Machinery operating expense 21.76
Hired labor 3.46
Operating capital interest 6.72

Cash Ownership Costs

Taxes on land 12.65
Overhead 13.34
Machinery taxes and insurance 1.47

Other Ownership Costs

Interest on machineryW 7.36
Machinery depreciation 13.24

Operator Labor

Operator labor 9.51

Assumes that one-half of machinery owned is debt-financed.

Sources: Hickerson, Hugh J. "Winter Wheat - Mid-Willamette
Valley." Enterprise Cost Study, Oregon State Uni-
versity Extension Service, March 1976.

U.S. Department of Agriculture. Agricultural Prices.
Crop Reporting Board, ESCS, Washington, D.C., 1976-
1979.



TABLE 26.
Alternative Long-term Debt Situations Associated withthe Marion County Case Farm

Loan Purchase Number of Interest Length Amortized 1979

Outstanding

Number Year Price Acres Purchased Rate of Loan Payment
Balance

5 1973 1,000 80 .075 25 5,741.48 57,179.90

6 1975 1,500

7 1977 2,000

80 .09 30 9,344.29 92,779.19

80 .085 30 11,910.47 125,851.47

0'
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year. The total depreciation for the proposed expanded operation

equals $13,348.

Land assets equal $1,200,000 for the case farm. Machinery assets

are assumed to be $120,000. The maximum exposure limit is dependent

on the hypothetical debt burden that is imposed.

The decision maker is assumed to be married filing a joint return

claiming four dependents. Annual family living expenses equal $16,000

per year, unless otherwise noted.

Net Present Value Initial Results

Input data for the net present value analysis are listed in Table

27. The resulting net present value was found to $- .01, or almost

equal to zero. The decision maker can pay $3,100 per acre for the 80

acre tract and still earn the required 10 percent after-tax rate of

return on equity capital. However, land values over the next 20 years

must appreciate at an annual compound rate of 9 percent for this rate

of return to be earned.

Sensitivity Analysis and Identification
of Variables

Initial sensitivity results are listed in Table 28, and selected

sensitivity results are given by Table 29. Expected annua1 apprecia-

tion in land values (ILV) is a very important variable in the net

present value analysis. Increasing ILV by 20 percent will increase

the breakeven purchase price over $1,000 per acre. If ILV is equal

to zero throughout the planning horizon, only slightly more than $860
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TABLE 27. Input Data for Analysis of Net Present

Value Marion County Case Farm

PP Purchase price 3100

MKT Market price of land 3000 $/A

ILV Increase in land values .09 Decimal

DP Down payment 49,600 $

IN'r Interest rate .095 Decimal

L Length of repayment period 30 Years

AR Number of acres purchased NO.

N Length of planning horizon 20 Years

DF Discount factor .10 Decimal

GRP Gross receipts for present operation 147.680 $

OEP Operating expenses for present
100,790 $operation

DEP Depreciation for present operation 10,678 $

AGR Gross receipts for add-on 461.50 $/A

AOE Operating expenses for add-on 314.97 $/A

ADE Depreciation for add-on 33.37

AOC Opportunity cost for add-on .5b..ö

INR Increase in net receipts .03 Decimal

ND Number of dependents claimed 4 No.

OPA Outstanding principal for loan A 92,779.19 $

IRA Interest rate for loan A .09 Decimal

APA Amortized payment for loan A 9,344.29 $

OPB Outstanding principal for loan 8 0 $

IRB Interest rate for loan B 0 Decimal

APR Amortized payment for loan B 0 $
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TA8LE 28. Net Present Value Results for Marion County
Case Farm - Initial Sensitivity

Breakeven
Net Present Value Purchase Price

% change in variable % change in variable

Variable +20% -20% +20% -20%

ILV Increase in land values 694.44 -504.66 4,133 2,340

DF Discount factor -379.99 584.65 2,529 3,971

INR Increase in net receipts 12.74 -14.33 3,119 3,079

DP Down payment -44.36 44.38 3,034 3,166

N Length of planning horizon -59.42 50.85 3,011 3,176

L Length of repayment period 36.37 -68.99 3,154 2,997

INT Interest rate -202.43 186.45 2,796 3,379

MKT Market price of land 351.01 -351.02 3,624 2,572

AR Number of acres purchased -4.10 5.93 3,094 3,109

PP Purchase price -415.17 411.79 2,475 3,714

AGR Gross receipts for add-on 533.78 -574.24 3,895 2,235

AOE Operating expenses for add-on -386.62 369.42 2,519 3,651

ADE Depreciation for add-on -39.93 39.92 3,040 3,160

AOC Opportunity cost for add-on -78.37 78.36 2,982 3,217

GRP Gross receipts for present operation 118.84 -216.76 3,278 2,775

OEP Operating expenses for present
operation l20.21 90.60 2,920 3,236

DEP Depreciation for present operation -4.43 7.36 3,093 3,111

AGR Gross receipts for add-on
476.37 -1,183.72 3,810 1,306

GRP Gross receipts for present operation

AOE ,pperating expenses for add-on

OEP Operating expenses for present
-697.72 366.33 2,048 3,647

operation

ADE Depreciation for add-on
-45.43 46.61 3,032 3,170

DEP Depreciation for present operation
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TABLE 29. Net Present Value Results for Marion County
Case Farm - Selected Sensitivity

Net Breakeven
Variable Present Purchase

Value Price

DP Down payment = 0 218.29 3,426

100% -927.34 1,698

INR Increase in net receipts = 0 -71.90 2,992

.05 34.06 3,151

.10 21.32 3,132

ILV Increase in land values = 0 -1,472.55 862

.045 -1,024.13 1,550

.12 1,169.99 4,833

.15 3,207.79 7,754

INT Interest rate = .06 328.42 3,590

.14 -506.11 2,338

N Length of planning horizon = 5 103.08 3,254

10 106.81 3,260

30 -162.21 2,857

35 -248.19 2,727

L Length of repayment period = 20 -150.83 2,874

40 50.93 3,176

DF Discount factor = .05 2,095.13 6,174

.15 -712.15 2,026

ND Number of dependents = 8 -18.21 3,073
claimed

0 18.92 3,128
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per acre could be paid and still earn the required rate of return. The

market price of land (MKT) appears to be quite important. Increasing

or decreasing this variable by 20 percent will affect the purchase

price by more than $500 per acre.

The discount factor (DF), or required after-tax rate of return on

equity capital, is also influential in the analysis. If the decision

maker is willing to accept a 5 percent return on investment, over

$6,000 per acre can be paid for the farmland. On the other hand, if

a 15 percent after-tax rate of return on equity capital is required,

the decision maker can pay just over $2,000 per acre. The number of

acres of the proposed add-on (AR) appears to be a relatively unim-

portant factor in the net present value analysis.

The terms of financing have a rather large impact on the analy-

sis. As the loan repayment period (L) is lengthened, the net present

value increases, but not markedly. The interest rate (INT) has a

large effect on net present value as it is increased to 14 percent.

Decreasing the interest rate to 6 percent increases the breakeven

purchase price by nearly $500 per acre. The down payment (DP) ap-

pears to be relatively unimportant unless it is changed to extreme

values. A down payment of 100 percent reduces the breakeven purchase

price by nearly one-half.

Changing the assumed increase in net receipts (INR), gives some

mixed results. As INR is increased from zero to .05, the purchase

price increases by approximately $150 per acre. However, as INR is

increased to .10, the purchase price decreases somewhat. The direction

of the effect that INR has on net present value is dependent on whether
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the tax effects (CHT) dominate the net receipts associated with the

add-on. For this case farm, the net receipts section dominates when

INR is at low values, and HT dominates as INR is increased to higher

levels.

The length of the planning horizon (N) has a negative effect on

net present value, i.e., as N is increased, net present value de-

creases. As N is increased to 35 years, the breakeven purchase price

falls by nearly $400 per acre. The relationship between N and net

present value depends on the size of net receipts, increase in net

receipts, the discount factor, and increase in land values.

Variables associated with receipts and costs were changed in the

sensitivity analysis in the same manner as they were for the Sherman

County case farms. In each case, the variables were tested inde-

pendently and then in pairs as was appropriate. Added gross receipts

(AGR) is very important. When AGR is changed 20 percent in either

direction, the breakeven purchase price is affected by $800 per acre.

Added operating expenses (AOE) has a relatively large impact on the

breakeven purchase price. Changing this variable by 20 percent will

affect the purchase price by more than $500 per acre in either direc-

tion. Added depreciation (ADE) does not appear to be an important

variable in the analysis. Gross receipts for the present operation

(GRP) is fairly important, particularly when it is decreased rather

than increased by 20 percent. Operating expenses and depreciation

associated with the present operation have a relatively minor impact

on the net present value.
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When AGR and GRP are each increased by 20 percent, the breakeven

purchase price increases by $700 per acre. However, when both are de-

creased by 20 percent, the purchase price falls to $1,300 per acre,

less than one-half of the original purchase price of $3,100. The two

variables associated with operating expenses, AOE and OEP, decrease

the purchase price by over $1,000 per acre when increased by 20 per-

cent and increase the purchase price by $530 per acre when decreased

by 20 percent. Both variables associated with depreciation are

relatively unimportant, as purchase price changes by $70 per acre as

the two variables are either increased or decreased.

The variable added opportunity cost (AOC), when changed by 20

percent, will change the purchase price by iust over $100 per acre in

either direction.

The number of dependents claimed by the decision maker for tax

purposes is not of great importance.

Sensitivity results resulting from changes in debt loads are

listed in Table 30. When no prior debt is assumed to exist, the

breakeven purchase price increases by $50 per acre. As the debt load

is increased to include loans #6 and #7, the purchase price falls

by approximately $30 per acre. The effect of previous long-term debt

load is measured in the change in taxes (CHT) and is not of signi-

ficant importance.

Figures 12 and 13 depict graphically the sensitivity analysis

for variables that have a substantial effect on the net present value.
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TABLE 30. Net Present Value Results for Marion County
Case Farm - Sensitivity with Alternative Debt Situations

Break even
Includes Loans Net Present Value Purchase Price

#6
0 3,100

#5 and #6

#6 and #7

-6.10 3,091

-18.88 3,072

#5 and #7 -8.35 3,087

#5
14.63 3,122

#7
-4.12 3,094

No Loans 36.22 3,154
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Risk Analysis Results

Table 31 summarizes required input data for the Marion County

case farm with no previous long-term debt load. Outstanding debt

includes the machinery debt and new debt associated with the add-on

purchase. Results are listed in Table 32. The average ending balance

at the end of the fourth year is approximately a minus $7,000. The

probability of a negative cash balance in the fourth year is greater

than 50 percent, but because of the large maximum exposure limit,

there is no probability of bankruptcy.

Also shown in Table 32 is the scenario for increasing other cash

income (OCI) to $10,000 and decreasing living expenses and withdrawals

to $14,000. Results show a considerably more favorable picture with

only a 6 to 7 percent chance of a negative cash balance. The average

ending cash balance is just under $30,000 at the end of the fourth

year.

Table 33 indicates input data that includes loan #6. Initial re-

sults paint a poor financial picture. A negative cash balance at the

end of the fourth year is almost certain, as shown in Table 34. Again,

no probability for bankruptcy exists due to large asset holdings.

Also given by Table 34 is the situation where other cash income

COd) equals $15,000, and living expenses and withdrawals (LEW) is

equal to $13,000. A positive cash flow is generated at the end of

four years, but the chance for a negative cash balance still exists.
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TABLE 31. Input Data for Risk Analysis for Marion County
Case Farm - No Prior Debt Load

Number of runs
100

Number of years
4

Lowest Most likely Highest
Wheat - price (resid.) -.62 0 1.34

- yield 60 77 8

Beans * price (resid.) -23 0 23

- yield 4 4.35 4.55

Corn - price 46 58 76

- yield 6.35 8.1 8.65

Outstanding Interest P I
principal rate payment

Loan A 60,000 .1225 16,528

Loan B 198,400 .095 20,173.43

Interest rate paid on cash deficits . 1225

Interest rate received on cash surpluses .10

Beginning cash balance (year 1) 2,500

Net capital purchases 4,500

Living expense and withdrawals 16,000

Credit reserve (maximum exposure) 798,260

Acreage of Wheat 133.33

Acreage of Beans 133.33

Acreage of Corn 133.33

Other cash income
0

Total fixed cash expense 118,571

Number of dependents 4

Depreciation 13,348
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TABLE 32. Risk Results for Marion County
Case Farm - No Prior Debt Load

Trial No. 1 Trial No. 2

Average ending balance -7,342 -6,780

Low balance -310,469 -310,469

High balance 153,588 153,588

Probability of a negative cash
balance .58 .68

Probability of bankruptcy 0 0

Other cash income 10,000

Living expenses and withdrawals = 14,000

Trial No. 1

Average ending balance 29,628

Low balance -252,907

High balance 172,750

Probability of a negative cash
balance .06

Probability of bankruptcy 0

Trial No. 2

28,936

-252,907

172,750

.07

0
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TABLE 33. Input Data for Risk Analysis for Marion County

Case Farm - Debt Load Includes Loan #6

Number of runs 100

Number of years
4

Lowest Most likely Highest
Wheat - price (resid.) -.62 0 1.34

- yield 60 77 85

Beans - price (resid.) -23 0 23

- yield 4 4.35 4.55

Corn - price 46 58 76

- yield 6.35 8.1 8.65

Outstanding Interest P I

principal rate payment

Loan A 60,000 .1225 l62S8
Loan B 198400 .095 20l73.43
Loan C 92,779.19 .09 9,344.29

Interest rate paid on cash deficits .1225

Interest rate received on cash surpluses .10

Beginning cash balance (year 1) 2 ,500

Net capital purchases 4,500

Living expense and withdrawals 160OO
Credit reserve (maximum exposure) 647,642

Acreage of Wheat 133.33

Acreage of Beans 133.33

Acreage of Corn 133.33

Other cash income
0

Total fixed cash expense
118,S71

Number of dependents
4

Depreciation
13,348



TABLE 34. Risk Results for Marion County
Case Farm - Debt Load Includes Loan #6

Trial No. 1 Trial No. 2

Average ending balance -39,440 -37,609

Low balance -355,292 -355,292

High balance 139,705 139,705

Probability of a negative cash
balance .94 .95

Probability of bankruptcy 0 0

Other cash income = 15,000

Living expenses and withdrawals = 13,000

Trial No. 1

Average ending balance 15,583

Low balance -268,949

High balance 168,742

Probability of a negative cash
balance .17

Probability of bankruptcy 0

Trial No. 2

20,057

-268,949

168,742

.12

0

121
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Input data are listed in Table 35 that includes loans #6 and #7.

Initially, other cash income COd) equals $10,000, and living expenses

and withdrawals (LEW) equals $14,000. Results in Table 36 indicate a

more than 90 percent chance for a negative cash flow at the end of

four years. The decision maker stands to suffer a negative cash

balance of over $350,000 due to low prices and yields.

Other cash income (OCI) and living expenses and withdrawals (LEW)

were changed to $20,000 and $12,000, respectively. A very small

average ending cash balance is generated, but a negative cash balance

(in year 4) of up to 44 percent is projected. Nevertheless, the

chance for firm survival appears to be good.

Conclusions

Like the results found in Sherman County, decision makers in

Marion County are dependent on continued appreciation in land values

in order to receive a 10 percent after-tax rate of return. Given

current product prices and yields and operating costs, difficulty in

meeting fixed debt commitments could very well be encountered. Re-

suits presented in this chapter indicate that income from other

sources, e.g., off-farm income, is an important alternative for meeting

financial obligations and avoiding cash flow problems.

The crops being considered in the Marion COunty case farm,

particularly sweet corn and bush beans, are enterprises that contain

a higher element of risk than the dry-land wheat farm cases pre-

sented in Sherman County. While the opportunity for substantial
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TABLE 35. Input Data for Risk Analysis for Marion County

Case Farm - Debt Load Includes Loans #6 and #7

Number of runs 100

Number of years 4

Lowest Most likely Highest

Wheat - price (resid.) -.62 0 1.34

- yield 60 77 85

Beans - price (resid.) -23 0 23

- yield 4 4.35 4.55

Corn - price 46 58 76

- yield 6.35 8.1 8.65

Outstanding Interest P I

principal rate payment

Loan A 60000 .1225 l6,58
Loan B 198,400 .095 20,173.43
Loan C 92779.19 .09 9,3t4.29
Loan 0 i25,85L47 .O85 11,910.47

Interest rate paid on cash deficits .1225

Interest rate received on cash surpluses .10

Beginning cash balance (year 1) 2,500

Net capital purchases 4,500

Living expense and withdrawals 14,000

Credit reserve (maximum exposure) 395,939

Acreage of wheat 133.33

Acreage of Beans 133.33

Acreage of Corn 133.33

Other cash income
10,000

Total fixed cash expense 1l8571
Number of dependents 4

Depreciation
13... 348
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TABLE 36. Risk Results for Marion County Case
Farm - Debt Load Includes Loans #6 and #7

Other cash income = 10,000

Living expenses and withdrawals 14,000

Trial No. 1 Trial No. 2

Average ending balance -38,193 -31,074

Low balance -354,863 -354,863

High balance 141,703 141,703

Probability of a negative cash
balance .92 .92

Probability of bankruptcy 0 0

Other cash income 20,000

Living expenses and withdrawals = 12,000

Trial No. 1 Trial No. 2

Average ending balance 2,849 3,848

Low balance -297,300 -297,300

High balance 161,170 161,170

Probability of a negative cash
balance .37 .44

Probability of bankruptcy 0 0
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gain is present, the chance for very large losses exists as well.

However, given the large asset holdings of the case farm, the proba-

bility of bankruptcy is very low.

Decision makers most capable of purchasing land would appear to

be those with large asset holdings and relatively little previous

long-term debt. Those who own land holdings "free and clear" are

most capable of generating adequate cash flows. En addition, those

decision makers capable of generating off-farm income will enhance

their cash flow position.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY

Characteristics of Net Present Value Model

The net present value for one acre of land is different for each

decision maker. Even for producers with identical receipts and costs,

personal items such as tax filing status and number of dependents

claimed make each case farm situation unique.

In a 1976 study, Lee and Rask found three variables to be of major

importance in considering a proposed land investment decision: 1) net

receipts per acre of the add-on tract, 2) annual increase in net re-

ceipts, and 3) annual appreciation in land values. Results of this

study find that while costs and returns per acre and land appreciation

rates are of major importance, the variable to include allowances for

increases to net receipts (INR) is of minor consequence. The reason

for this is the progressive nature of the tax rate structure that Lee

and Rask did not take into account. INR is used to calculate the net

receipts per acre and to increase the taxable income for both the

present and expanded operations before calculating the change in taxes

(CHT). These two effects tend to cancel one another with little

change in the net present value.

One of the most distinguishable characteristics of the net present

value model used in this study is concerned with the calculation of

change in taxes (CHT), as opposed to assuming a constant marginal tax
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rate. Immediately following a land purchase, taxable income is re-

duced due to increased debt burdens. The tax paid by the expanded

business is consequently reduced. Therefore, in the early years of

the planning horizon, the years which are discounted the least, CHT

will be lower than in the later years. This characteristic tends to

increase the net present value.

The discount factor used in this study considers the after-tax

return to equity capital rather than a weighted cost of capital ap-:

proach. In general, decision makers can more easily identify with

returns to their equity capital than to a weighted cost of capital

approach that considers both debt and equity capital.

Another characteristic of the net present value model used in this

study is the ability to handle the case where the planning horizon is

shorter in years than the loan repayment period. In this case, it is

assumed that the add-on purchase is sold, the loan balance repaid, and

the appropriate capital gains taxes are paid at that time.

Characteristics of the Risk Model

The risk model used in this study simulates cash flows necessary

to meet operating and debt expenses associated with the farm firm.

Product prices and yields are determined stochastically, using the

triangular probability distribution. The worst scenario of prices and

yields is considered to determine the lowest cash balance possible and

its effect on firm survival.
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In this study, cash flows were simulated for four years because

these are the most critical in a major investment decision. Out-

put includes the average cash balance at the end of the fourth year,

the low balance, high balance, the probability of a negative cash flow

and the probability of bankruptcy. In all cases, the model was run

100 times in order to obtain an acceptable statistical distribution.

All tax effects are considered in the model. Operating costs,

yearly interest payments, depreciation, and personal exemptions are

deducted from gross income to obtain taxable income. Yearly cash flow

is determined by adding gross income and deducting operating expenses,

amortized payments on long-term debt, yearly net capital purchases,

living expenses and withdrawals, and all taxes.

Empirical Results

Given the current Costs and receipts data assumed, decision makers

must rely on 9 percent land appreciation rates in order to receive a 10

percent after-tax rate of return on equity capital. Decision makers

with sizable land holdings and relatively little debt appear to be the

most capable of generating adequate cash flow to meet fixed commit-

ments with an acceptable level of risk. In addition, farmers with a

large net worth are more capable of handling cash flow shortfalls.

Selected results from this study are summarized in Table 37.

The Sherman County full ownership case with a medium debt burden

Laces a 30 percent chance of a negative cash balance at the end

of four years but no chance of bankruptcy. When given a heavy debt



TABLE 37. Summary of Selected Empirical Results for All Three Case Farms

Breakeven Probability of
economic negative Probability of

purchase price balance bankruptcy

Sherman County Full Ownership

Medium debt burden $ 310 .30 0

Heavy debt burden 311 .62 0

Sherman County Partial Ownership

Heavy debt burden 310 .80 .72

Heavy debt burden with increased other 310 .13 .12
cash income and decreased living ex-
penses and withdrawals.

Marion County

Light debt burden

Medium debt burden

3,154 .63 0

3,100 .95 0

0
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burden, the full ownership case farm has a 62 percent chance of a nega-

tive cash:balance at the end of the fourth year and zero chance of

bankruptcy. The partial ownership case, on the other hand, has an 80

percent chance of a negative cash balance occurring and a 72 percent

chance of bankruptcy. Adding off-farm income and reducing living ex-

penses and withdrawals improves the situation considerably, however.

Results of the Marion County case farm indicate the decision maker

may have problems generating adequate cash flow balances, but the

probability of bankruptcy is zero. In all cases, changing hypotheti-

cal debt burdens has a relatively minor impact on the breakeven eco-

nomic purchase price but has a significant effect on the risk involved

with the decision maker generating adequate cash flows.

While increasing land values will aid in the net present value

analysis, it will not benefit the decision maker in generating cash

flow. Assuming that land values do not continue to appreciate, the

decision maker capable of making debt payments could purchase the

farmland and accept a lower rate of return, providing that this fit

within the management objectives of the farm. In any event, the

amount of risk to bear is dependent on each individual decision maker.

Application in an Extension Setting

The programmable calculator provides a method of quantifying in-

formation that previously was required to be performed on a larger

computer. The programmable calculator can be easily transported to

Extension clientele for "hands on" experience. The calculator can be
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operated with few instructions. Another advantage of the calculator

is the relative low cost.

A sizable amount of data is required when considering both present

and expanded businesses. However, this obstacle can be overcome with

some research by the decision maker. In cases where the decision maker

cannot provide adequate data, the Extension economist should be able

to supply product price and yield information as well as enterprise

cost studies.

The time required for the calculator to perform calculations can

be a disadvantage when used in an Extension setting. The net present

value model requires 15 minutes to calculate for a 20-year planning

horizon. The risk model, when rim for 4 years and 100 runs, takes

approximately 4 hours to calculate. These time constraints can be a

problem when the calculators are used at a meeting or conference.

However, if the calculators are being used at the home of the decision

maker, this represents a relatively small problem as the programs can

be executed and operating while the decision maker is performing other

activities.

Limitations of the Study

Effects of federal, state, and self-employment taxes are con-

sidered in both models used in this study. The decision maker is

assumed to file a tax return using standard deductions. This

serves as an approximation, because some decision makers may
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elect to itemize personal deductions. Investment tax credit for

depreciable items is not considered in either model. Therefore, in

cases where depreciable items are eligible for investment credit, taxes

will be overstated. Yearly tax management is ignored, and for this

reason taxes may be overstated in some cases.

The net present value model assumes that capital gains taxes are

paid at the end of the planning horizon. Given income averaging pos-

sibilities that exist today, capital gains taxes will be overstated.

The variables for the discount factor (DF), increase in net receipts

(INR), and increase in land values (ILV) each are assumed to have the

same value throughout the planning horizon. It may be desirable, for

instance, in some cases to increase net receipts at one rate for the

first ten years in the planning horizon and at another rate for the

second ten years.

The risk model used in this study does not make an allowance for

changing net receipts over time like the net present value model does.

However, this is not as critical for a 4.-year time period as it is for

a 20-year planning horizon. The risk model does not consider possible

appreciation in land values. This would have the effect of increasing

the maximum exposure limit over time and giving the marginal farm firm

a greater chance of survival.

Inplications for Future Research

Results of the net present value model are in the form of a single

value. An alternative approach would be to assign probabilistic in-

formation to critical variables, for instance appreciation in land
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values, and obtain a result that gave a probability of the net present

value being greater than a certain amount. For example, there might

be a 75 percent chance that the net present value would exceed zero

for a given investment.

Changing the value of certain variables over time would add f)exi-

bility to the net present value model. For example, the decision

maker may be willing to accept a lower rate of return for the first

three years of the land investment.

One major disadvantage of the triangular probability distribution

is that the probabilities of extreme values may not be accurately rep-

resented. Although these values can be given special attention as they

are chosen for the risk model in this study, alternative functional

forms should be considered for representing the probability distribu-

tions.

For each model used in this study, nearly all of the maximum

storage and programming space is utilized in the programmable calcu-.

lator. Therefore, given existing technology, any major revision or

addition to any of the models would result in exceeding the calcu-.

lator's programming capacity.

Applicability of the Analysis

Results presented in this study are to be considered as a portion

of the information necessary for decision making. Farmers may use

the results as a planning tool in making decisions in an uncertain

world with complex interactions of economic variables over time.
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However, decisions made by agricultural producers are dependent on

a number of subjective factors which cannot be quantified in this

analysis. The ultimate decision is based on results of this study

combined with personal preferences of the farm manager.
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APPENDIX A

TAX CALCULATION PROCEDURE

Federal, state, and self-employment (social security) taxes are

calculated in both models, as previously discussed. It is assumed that

the decision maker is married filing a joint return using 1979 tax

schedules. Due to space limitations with the programmable calcula-

tor, it is not possible to calculate taxes exactly by the stepwise

schedules used in actual practice. Instead, both federal and state

taxes are estimated with a polynomial formula. Self-employment taxes

are calculated exactly as they would be by the decision-maker.

Self-employment taxes are calculated by:

If SETI > 22,900 , SET = 1854.90

IfSET<400 , SET=O

Otherwise, SET = SETI * .081

where:

SETI - self-employment taxable income,

SET - self-employment tax.

One disadvantage to estimating federal and state taxes with a

polynomial approach is the error (or residual) incurred in the estima-

tion. For this reason, certain criteria are employed to keep these

deviations at an acceptable level. The criteria used in federal income

tax estimation are two-fold:
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(1) the error to be within $20 of the actual federal
income tax, or

(2) the error to be within 4 percent of the actual
tax.

Federal taxable income is adjusted by subtracting the zero bracket

amount, which is $3,400 in the case of married filing jointly. The

polynomial formula is subsequently forced through the origin. The

following equation was estimated:

FT = .12732093 I + .48544723 E-0S 12 - .20542802 E-10 i

+ .33572557 E-16 I

where:

Fl - estimated federal tax,

I - federal taxable income minus $3,400

Therefore, federal income tax is calculated in the following

manner:

If FTI > 212,000, FT = 117,504 + 70% * (FTI - 212,000)

For FTI < 212,000, use polynomial equation.

where:

FTI - federal taxable income.

The following equation was estimated for Oregon state taxes:

ST .4112130813-01 STI + .28384403 E-05 STI2
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where:

ST = Oregon state tax,

STI Oregon state taxable income.

Oregon state income tax is calculated as follows:

If STI > 10,000, ST = 690 + 10% * (STI - 10,000)

For STI < 10,000, use polynomial equation.

The largest error associated with the state tax estimation at any

point is $5.
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APPENDIX B

PROGRAM LISTINGS

Three programs were written for the Hewlett-Packard 41C. The

net present value program was used in the analysis for both Sherman

and Marion Counties. A different program for the risk analysis was

written for each county. "RISK 1" was written for the Sherman County

analysis, while "RISK 2" was used for the Marion County analysis.
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APPENDIX C

HISTORICAL PRICE AND YIELD SERIES
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TABLE C-i. Historic Time Series, Sherman County Wheat

Nominal price Real price in Yield
$/bu. 1979 dollars bu./acre

1962 2.00 4.69 36

1963 1.93 4.46 36

1964 1.36 3.10 35

1965 1.39 3.10 25

1966 1.63 3.51 30

1967 1.46 3.06 27

1968 1.38 2.77 26

1969 1.35 2.58 30

1970 1.47 2.66 35

1971 1.43 2.46 41

1972 2.04 3.38 34

1973 5.01 7.84 21

1974 4.53 6.46 31

1975 3.93 5.12 36

1976 2.80 3.46 35

1977 2.81 3.28 26

1978 3.61 3.93 32

1979 4.05 4.05 30

Source: County Agricultural Statistics, Economic Information
Office, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics,
Oregon State University.
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TABLE C-2. Historic Time Series, Marion County Wheat

Nominal price Real price in Yield

$/bu. 1979 dollars bu./acre

1962 1.97 4.62 48

1963 1.89 4.37 50

1964 1.33 3.03 50

1965 1.40 3.12 52

1966 1.61 3.47 53

1967 1.45 3.04 45

1968 1.13 2.26 48

1969 1.27 2.42 57

1970 1.49 2.70 59

1971 1.39 2.40 57

1972 2.05 3.39 61

1973 4.30 6.73 74

1974 4.48 6.39 65

1975 3.67 4.78 66

1976 2.90 3.59 72

1977 2.70 3.15 74

1978 3.38 3.68 47

1979 4.05 4.05 80

Source: County Agricultural Statistics, Economic Information Office,

Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Oregon

State University.
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TABLE C-3. Historic Time Series, Marion County Bush Beans

Nominal price Real price in Yield
$/ton 1979 dollars tons/acre

1969 100.60 191.98 4.4

1970 107.80 195.29 4.2

1971 103.00 177.52 4.2

1972 111.00 183.71 3.8

1973 108.60 169.87 4.3

1974 208.40 297.29 4.3

1975 147.10 191.46 4.1

1976 131.40 162.64 4.4

1977 150.30 175.54 4.2

1978 135.30 147.27 4.2

1979 150.00 150.00 4.4

Source: County Agricultural Statistics, Economic Information
Office, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics,
Oregon State University.
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TABLE C-4. Historic Time Series, Marion County Sweet Corn

Nominal price Real price in Yield
$/ton 1979 dollars tons/acre

1962 25.70 60.29 5.2

1963 26.40 61.03 4.7

1964 25.90 58.96 5.8

1965 25.20 56.11 5.4

1966 25.80 55.63 7.3

1967 29.40 61.57 6.6

1968 30.00 60.13 7.6

1969 29.40 56.11 8.4

1970 28.30 51.27 7.0

1971 28.90 49.81 6.]

1972 29.90 49.49 7.4

1973 40.00 62.57 7.8

1974 76.40 108.99 7.3

1975 62.80 81.74 8.0

1976 58.70 72.66 7.9

1977 66.40 77.55 7.1

1978 59.00 64.22 7.8

1979 60.00 60.00 8.0

Source: County Agricultural Statistics, £conomic Information
Office, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics,
Oregon State University.
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PREDICTIVE PRICE AND YIELD EQUATIONS

Prices:

Marion County Bush Beans = 249.32 - 5.64 T
($/ton)

(17.64) (1.82)

= .41

Yields:

Marion County Wheat
(bu. /acre)

R2 = .53

= 44.78 + 1.47 T

(3.76) (.35)

where: T denotes time and given by:

(1, 2, 3, , Y)

where: Y = number of years of data used in regression.

where: the numbers in parentheses are standard errors.

Both equations above were estimated using ordinary least

squares (OLS).




